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IH menu changes unpopular at the Pavilion in New Denver
by Jan McMurray
Menu changes at the Pavilion,
New Denver’s residential care wing
at the Slocan Community Health
Centre, are not popular with the
residents or the staff, as reported
by Jeff Pilsner and Ana Bokstrom
recently on their Kootenay Co-op
Radio show, ‘Shift Happens.’
The menu changes have been
made primarily in response to a BC
Ministry of Health directive to all

health authorities to reduce sodium
in the diets of patients at health care
facilities, and also to bring food costs
in line with budgets, explained Alan
Davies, IH corporate director for
support services (food, housekeeping
and laundry).
“In 2012, the provincial
government established a timeline
whereby all acute and residential
facilities’ meals have to meet the
requirement to have no more than 23

by Jan McMurray
Starting with our next issue
(November 3, 2016), the Valley Voice
will come out every other Thursday
rather than every other Wednesday.
This is due to a change in our
shipping arrangements. For years,
Arrow Lakes Express out of Vernon
has shipped the Valley Voice from the
print shop in Vernon to Nakusp, and
our fearless publisher, Dan Nicholson,
has driven up to Nakusp in the
company jeep to load up the papers
and bring them to our office in New
Denver.
Unfortunately, Arrow Lakes
Express has discontinued the VernonNakusp run.
We’re very pleased to have found
another shipper that does the run
over the Monashee from Vernon to
Nakusp: Rocky Mountain Transport.
As their schedule can’t accommodate
our Wednesday publishing date, we’ll
be switching to Thursday.
The deadline for ad and editorial

copy will stay the same – the Friday
before we publish, at 5 pm.
We’d like to take this opportunity
to extend huge thanks to Arrow Lakes
Express, owned and operated by the
Hawkins family. Formerly based in
New Denver, the company has a long
history with the Valley Voice. In the
early days, before we were sending the
paper to the printer electronically, Earl
Hawkins would come to the Valley
Voice office early on Tuesday morning
to pick up the flats and get them to the
printer on time. He’d turn around with
a van full of papers that same day and
deliver them to our door.
After the family moved to Vernon,
and Earl’s son Lance took over the
run, Arrow Lakes Express continued
to give the Valley Voice exceptional
service.
Many thanks from Dan and Jan
and all the staff at the Valley Voice
to the Hawkins family-owned Arrow
Lakes Express, and all the best to the
family and the business in future!

mg of sodium served to the patients
per day,” he told the Valley Voice.
Interior Health has two food
production centres, in Vernon and
Penticton, where entrees are prepared
for all of IH’s 55 sites where meals
are provided. The recipes followed
at these production centres have now
been adjusted to meet the sodium
requirements.
“Most of the small sites have
been buying prepared foods from
companies such as Nestle, Stouffer’s
and Campbell’s. We’ve now asked
them to buy the products made by
our own cooks at our own production
centres,” said Davies. “So instead of
Campbell’s frozen lasagna arriving
at the site, it will be frozen lasagna

require a lot of the cooks’ time. “In
this case, the cooks would probably
say there’s no point in making
lasagna because the one they can
buy would be similar. They’re better
using their time to make something
else the residents might enjoy.”
The other reason Davis gave for
the menu change is budgetary. “We
would like the New Denver site to
meet the same food cost target as the
other sites. We want them to run at
the budget levels they are expected
to run at.” He stated that it’s the
responsibility of management staff
to ensure the site is on budget. It
seems that there are three layers of
management – one manager who is
continued on page 3
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from our Vernon centre. The only
difference is that the sodium level
is lower in the Vernon product. We
would argue that the Vernon product
is nicer as far as taste goes, from our
taste testing.”
Davies said there will still be
food made from scratch at the sites.
“Typically, it’s just the main entrée
of the day that will be the frozen
food from Vernon. Breakfasts and
sandwiches and salads will still be
made from scratch.”
When asked if the recipes used
at the Vernon site could be shared
with the kitchen staff at the Pavilion
so they could make the meals
themselves rather than shipping
them in, Davies said that this would

Dan and Jan’s Mushroom Station put on a beautiful display at Nakusp’s Mushroom Festival on Saturday with some common mushrooms, both
edible and poisonous.

Don’t forget to book your oil service with your seasonal tire change!
Check with us
about storing
your tires!

95 6th Avenue NW, Nakusp • 250-265-4155
andrew_minchin@kaltire.ca
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NEWS

Silverton grizzly comes to unfortunate end
submitted by Gillian Sanders
Unfortunately, the story of the
grizzly bear translocated from Silverton
last month doesn’t have a happy ending.
The bear was shot at close range on
September 26 as it attempted to find
food on the porch of a residence in the
Lardeau Valley. The resident acted in
self-defense.
The bear had been translocated out
of its home range by the Conservation
Officer Service on September 17 to a
location approximately 100 kilometres
north of its capture site. After release,
the ear-tagged adult male grizzly bear
made its way through Trout Lake to the
Lardeau Valley, where it was looking
for food near people. This is what it
had learned to do as a somewhat food
conditioned and habituated bear. When
a bear becomes food conditioned, it has

learned to associate sources of food with
humans or our homes and buildings.
Bears are completely ruled by their
stomachs. They are made to eat, eat,
and eat more, especially before denning
season. If they do not eat enough, their
chances of survival and reproduction
can be reduced. Bears have excellent
memories to track various food sources
on the landscape, are quick learners,
and are opportunistic when they find
a high-calorie meal. Bears’ consistent
search for food makes them fairly
predictable; in essence, bears usually
go where the food is.
Bears that become food conditioned
may also become habituated to people.
This is when bears have learned
indifference to the presence of people
and no longer avoid us.
Habituation can also include

learned indifference towards dogs or
loud noises like bear bangers. This is
common in association with fruit trees.
As long as there is fruit available, dogs
can bark as much as they like while the
bear is safely up the tree and filling its
tummy. When bear bangers are used
but food is still available, bears can
become habituated to the loud noise and
no longer move off. Noise deterrents
such as bear bangers can be effective
to move a bear along in the short term
so we can safely manage the attractant
and deter further bear activity at that
site. Habituation to people is increased
when people allow or encourage bears
to become comfortable near us. There
is always a potential risk when someone
encounters a bear at close range; it is
best to prevent such encounters near
homes by not food conditioning or

habituating bears.
Management options are very
limited for bears that are human food
conditioned. Translocation (moving a
bear out of its home range) is only a
solution from the human perspective
where the bear is “out of sight and
out of mind.” It has been determined
that only about 25% of translocated
bears survive and reproduce in their
new location. Most translocated bears
simply come back, possibly get shot
due to prior food conditioning and/or
habituation (i.e. the Silverton grizzly),
potentially come into conflict with other
bears while outside of their home range,
or simply don’t survive because they do
not know where good food sources and
denning sites are.
Furthermore, it is important to
remember that bear populations are
directly related to available food sources
and more food = more bears. Nature
keeps bear populations in balance with
available food. Bears have delayed
implantation, meaning that while they
mate in late May-early July, female
bears will carry the fertilized egg but
it won’t implant onto the uterus wall
until she enters the den in late October
- early December. At that point her
body makes a physiological decision
to become pregnant depending on her
condition. If she is fat enough to support
the pregnancy and ensuing lactation the
following spring when food sources are
scarce, the egg will implant and she will
become pregnant. However, if she has
not been able to fatten up enough, she
will reabsorb the egg and not produce
cubs that winter. In this way, when we
provide bears with food such as excess
fruit or other attractants, we may
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actually create more bears.
For those people who like bears,
remember that no matter how awesome
or cute a bear can be, we are not doing
the bear(s) any favours by allowing
them to feed near us or hang around
homes. Bears that pass through private
properties regularly are on their way to
food somewhere nearby. If you know
where bears are accessing human food,
please consider helping to manage
attractants. It takes a community effort
to reduce and manage bear foods, but it
is way easier to prevent bear conflicts
than it is to actually experience conflict
with bears. Managing fruit and compost,
keeping garbage in, securing pet, bird,
and/or livestock feed, and using electric
fencing to protect livestock, fruit trees,
or crops eliminates bear conflicts.
Keep bears and people safe; don’t
feed bears.
For more info on attractant
management contact kaslo@
wildsafebc.com or newdenver@
wildsafebc.com and for advice on
effective electric fencing for bears
contact grizzlybearsolutions@gmail.
com
This article was submitted by Gillian
Sanders from Grizzly Bear Coexistence
Solutions, working to improve grizzly
bear/human coexistence through
education, collaboration and the use
of practical tools. Funders are Habitat
Conservation Trust Foundation and
the Transborder Grizzly Bear Project.
The Valhalla Society funds, through
Grizzly Bear Solutions, 50% of electric
fencing in Area H (Slocan Valley)
rural areas and is currently offering to
support a number of fence units in the
Villages of New Denver and Silverton.

Bears are completely ruled by their stomachs. They are made to eat, eat, and eat more,
especially before denning season.

Kaslo, New Denver get Rural Dividend grants
submitted
The Village of Kaslo secured
$69,118 for a municipal, landsbased investment attraction project
for economic development, while
the Village of New Denver received
$21,608 for the Slocan Valley
Regional Economic Development
Strategy, in conjunction with
Silverton, Slocan and Area H.
The grants came from the BC
Rural Dividend, designed to help
rural communities diversify and
strengthen their economies.
A total of 118 single (up to
$100,000) and partnership (up to
$500,000) project applications were
received in the first intake. The
second intake is now open and
will close at midnight October 31,
2016. Application forms can be
filled out online and are available at:
www.gov.bc.ca/ruraldividend. Local

governments, First Nations and notfor-profit organizations are eligible
to apply.
As part of a continuous
improvement process, the program’s
eligibility requirements were
reviewed over the summer months.
The updated BC Rural Dividend
Program Guide is now available
online and anyone wishing to apply
to the second intake can review the
changes at the BC Rural Dividend
web site.
The Province also released its
progress report which highlights
actions taken since the 2014 rural
development strategy was released.
Accelerating Success for British
Columbia’s Rural Communities
also contains a map of all the
recent successful proponents. The
report is available online at: http://
ow.ly/2bKl304Vk9H.
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Next date for Lemon Creek fuel spill court case set for November 8
by Jan McMurray
The second court session for
the Lemon Creek fuel spill case on
Tuesday, October 11 was nearly as
uneventful as the first one.
At the first one, on September 16,
the case was adjourned to October 11
to allow the federal Crown to provide
disclosure.
O n O c t o b e r 11 , C r o w n
Prosecutor John Cliffe told Justice
Phillip Seagram that his initial
disclosure consisted of 10 binders
of material, and there would be at
least one more binder forthcoming.
The binders have been sent
to the lawyer for the Province of
BC, Angela Davies, and to the
lawyer for Executive Flight Centre,
Chris Archer. However, they have
not been sent to Danny LaSante’s
lawyer, Alain Hepner, as Hepner
has not requested disclosure from

the Crown. At EFC lawyer Chris
Archer’s urging, Cliffe agreed to
send them to Hepner.
The next court date was set for
November 8, despite Davies’ and
Archer’s wish to have full disclosure
before coming back to court.
Cliffe told the judge that if there
are no admissions, there will be
approximately 65 Crown witnesses.
“So it’s a relatively big regulatory
prosecution,” he said. “So will
I have full disclosure out? It’s a
continuing process, but even the first
instalment should give my lawyer
friends a fairly good picture of what
the evidence is in this case.” He said
by the time the second instalment is
sent, the “great majority” will be out.
The case started as a private
prosecution by Slocan Valley activist,
Marilyn Burgoon. She attended the
court hearing and was happy to

hear that the crown prosecutor
was doing such a thorough job.
“That’s something I could never have
done. It’s too costly, too lengthy. I
don’t have the ability to access the
information the government can
access.”
The Lemon Creek fuel spill
occurred on July 26, 2013. Executive
Flight Centre driver Danny LaSante
was delivering a tanker truck
full of jet fuel to the provincial
government’s staging area for the
Perry Ridge wildfire. He took a
wrong turn up Lemon Creek Road,
and while trying to turn around, the
bank gave way and the truck fell into
the creek, spilling out 33,000 litres
of jet fuel.
After the spill, when it seemed
as if the provincial and federal
governments were not going to
prosecute, Burgoon brought charges

continued from page 1
responsible for two to three sites,
a food service manager who is
responsible for eight to nine sites,
and Davies. So, the responsibility for
keeping to budgets “starts with the
manager and rolls up to me,” he said.
Davies admitted that the
communication with staff and
residents about the change “was
not done as well as it could have
been. We typically like to meet with
residents’ councils ahead of time,
advise them of what’s taking place
and give them the background.”
He said the site supervisors and
managers were aware of the change,
but the information apparently
did not trickle down to staff and
residents.
Karl Hardt, IH communications
officer, checked to see if there is a
residents’ council at the pavilion.
“There had been one at New Denver,
but they stopped meeting,” he said.
“We’re looking at getting it back up
and running again.”
Davies said the managers would
do surveys about the new meals in
mid-November, after two months
of the new menus in New Denver.
“After the two-month cycle, the
cooks will know which meals are
popular and which are not, so then
we can have discussions on what
would work better. It can be different
from site to site. The new menus are
a starting point. We can make some
adjustments. We can try to add a
particular resident’s favourite meal
to the menu, for example. A lot of
adjustments can take place – it’s all
part of the next step in the process.”
When asked if the change will
lead to a loss in jobs or change
in qualifications required for the
kitchen jobs, Davies replied, “No,
not at this point in time… The IH
requirement is that the cook must
be Red Seal. That won’t change.
That’s still part of the requirement
and classification.”
Sherry Ogasawara, vice
president of Health Services at the
BC Government Employees Union,
says that the shift to a centralized
meal program with rotating menus is
standardization, which is ultimately

about realizing cost savings.
“Sodium can be an issue, but
it’s not always an issue. Why are
seniors on a low sodium diet unless
they are on some sort of therapeutic
restrictive diet? Why do for the
majority what’s only required for
the minority? It’s standardization,”
she says.
Ogasawara says that
standardization comes with the
false assumption that the patients
are eating the food. “I’ve done plate
waste audits and I was coming up
with 35% – the industry standard
is 6%. So people are not eating the
food. This is really egregious because
food is so essential – it should be a
celebration for people. It’s also an
important consideration for seniors’
heath. Optimal nutrition gives seniors
a good fight against getting sick or
rallying back from illness. Hospitalinduced malnutrition is a real thing.
So while the health authorities are
trying to reign in food costs on one
side, increases in health care costs
are a real potential on the other side.”
From the labour perspective,
Ogasawara sees how standardization
can negatively affect the morale
of the kitchen staff. “People who
prepare food often really take pride in
their work. Chefs see their creations

as almost art forms. So the systemic
change to a ‘heat and serve’ thing can
influence staff morale.”
Commenting on the poor
communication about the change,
Ogasawara said, “You have people
making administrative decisions
that affect many lives – certainly the
lives of seniors who deserve to have
quality of life. This shows a huge
level of disrespect to the staff and the
seniors, who deserve so much better.
Nobody was consulted about this, I
don’t think.”

Silverton
Social Drop In
Program

250-359-7323

IH menu changes unpopular at the Pavilion in New Denver

Silverton
Memorial Hall
Every Tuesday and
Thursday 10:00 am
- 2:00 pm
Socializing, Workshops
and Outings
Lunch served every
Thursday
Program is open to
everyone over 50.

privately under the federal Fisheries
Act against the Province of BC and
Executive Flight Centre, the company
delivering the fuel. When the federal
government took over the case, they
also brought charges against the truck
driver, Danny LaSante. The three

defendants are facing charges under
the federal Fisheries Act of depositing
a deleterious substance in a waterway
frequented by fish and charges
under the provincial Environmental
Management Act for introducing
waste into the environment.

FREE FLU
CLINICS

Get your free flu shot at:
Nakusp Seniors Centre

210 – 8th Avenue, Nakusp
Tuesday Nov. 1st, 9:00 am - 3:30 pm Drop-in

Slocan Community Health Centre

401 Galena Avenue, New Denver
Thursday Nov. 3rd, 9:00 am - 3:30 pm Drop-in

Edgewood Health Centre

322 Monashee Avenue, Edgewood
Monday, Nov. 7th, 10:00 am - 12:00 noon Drop-in

Burton Community Hall

120 Burton Main Rd, Burton
Monday Nov. 7th, 1:00 pm - 3:00 pm Drop-in

Slocan Park Hall

3036 Highway 6, Slocan Park
Tuesday Nov. 8th, 10:00 am -12:00 noon Drop-in

Slocan City Wellness Centre

710 Harold Street, Slocan
Wednesday Nov. 9th, 1:00 pm - 2:30 pm Drop-in
Our valley’s green
grocer since 1990

• Fresh
• Organic
• Wholesome
1290 Hwy #6
Crescent Valley

Flu shots are safe, effective, and free for many groups including:
• People 65 years and older and their caregivers/household contacts
• All children age 6 to 59 months of age
• Household contacts and caregivers of infants and children 0-59
months of age
• Aboriginal people
• Children and adults with chronic health conditions and their household
contacts
• And more …
To view a full list of those who can get their flu shot for free visit
www.interiorhealth.ca/FluClinics
The flu (influenza) is highly contagious. Getting your flu shot
protects you and those around you – at home, school and work.

Open daily (Closed X’mas
& New Year’s day)

For more information contact your
local public health office,
or visit www.interiorhealth.ca

NOTICE OF PROPERTY PERMISSIVE TAX EXEMPTIONS
VILLAGE OF SILVERTON BYLAW NO. 497 – 2016

Notice is given that the following properties are included in the Village of Silverton Permissive Tax Exemption Bylaw No. 497 – 2016 and are being
considered for an exemption from taxation of up to 10 years for the years 2017 – 2026. The estimated annual tax exemptions total $2,386.78
and this amount is forecast for each of the next 3 years.
Eligible under Section 224 (2) (i) of the Community Charter
Roll Number
Organization 		
Exemption
Civic Address
Estimated Municipal Tax per year
$ 303.16
66000		
Valhalla Foundation for		
Land & Improvements 7th Street			
		
Ecology and Social Justice
Eligible under Section 224 (2) (f) of the Community Charter
Organization		
Exemption		
Civic Address
Estimated Municipal Tax per year
Roll Number
158030		
Trustees United Church of
Land & Improvements 324 Alpha Street		
$ 1,042.18
		Canada
92000		
Trustees of the New Denver
Land & Improvements 704 Lake Avenue		
$ 1,041.44
		
Congregation of Jehovah’s
		Witnesses
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OPINION

Low carbon
transition is
crucial

Transitions are rarely easy – be
it personally, professionally or for
our country. As a nation we are in
the exciting process of transitioning
to a low carbon economy. No one
expected it to be easy. Pushback
from those vested in the old economy
should be expected.
As provincial and federal
governments appear to be playing
a dangerous game of chess over
new fossil fuel projects, the reality
is that climate change is urgent and
accelerating. Scientists tell us that we
have a short period of time to rapidly
reduce our emissions until we are
committed to global warming above
the dangerous threshold of 2°C.
We are ratifying the Paris climate
agreement with Harper’s inadequate
targets, which are not consistent
with doing our fair share globally.
According to a new Nanos poll, most
Canadians favour a federal climate
plan and are accepting of carbon
pricing.
Clean tech is waiting in the
wings with solutions and has the
potential to provide many more jobs
than the fossil fuel industry.
We have an obligation to our
children to make this challenging
transition to a renewable future, and
to do it in a socially just manner.
Laura Sacks
Tarrys

More on
nuclear energy

I have just seen a YouTube
presentation that I find disturbing.
It’s called ‘How fear of nuclear
power is hurting the environment’ by
Michael Shellenberger (TED/ 2016/
14 minutes).
Michael Shellenberger starts
by saying we are in a clean energy
revolution. Is this going to be greater
than he imagined? He said that he
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and his colleagues decided to take
a deep dive into the data. What they
found really surprised them.
What he is saying is that because
the production of fossil fuel energy is
increasing faster than the production
of clean energy, clean energy has
actually been in decline over the
last 20 years from 36% to 31%. On
a global scale, this 5% drop would
equal about 60 nuclear plants about
the size of the Diablo Canyon reactor
or 900 solar farms about the size of
Topaz, which is one of the biggest
in the world.
He goes on to say a lot about this
problem and then concludes that we
are not in a clean energy revolution.
We are in a clean energy crisis.
He finally says that the problem
does not lie in our machines but in us.
Frank Nixon
Winlaw

Western toad
habitat loss

BC Hydro is a crown corporation
incorporated to operate and manage
the many dams and reservoirs and the
power generation in the Columbia
River basin, the Peace River basin,
and some dams in the coastal region.
BC Hydro does so by virtue of a water
licence issued by the Comptroller of
Water Rights. The licence comes with
conditions: conditions regarding flow
volumes, water levels etc., but also
conditions regarding fish, wildlife,
and ecosystems affected by the dams
and their operation.
In 1995, BC Hydro formed the
Fish and Wildlife Compensation
Program as the arm by which it would
meet the environmental conditions of
the water licence. According to the
FWCP Governance Manual:
“... BC Hydro is in compliance
with ... the licence as long as the Fish
and Wildlife Compensation Program
is in place, adequately funded, and
fulfilling its needs and obligations.”
(p. 6)
To this end, FWCP commissioned
a study on the impact of the dams on

EDITORIAL / LETTERS POLICY

The Valley Voice welcomes letters to the editor and community news
articles from our readers. Letters and articles should be no longer than
500 words and may be edited. We reserve the right to reject any submitted
material. Please mark your letter “LETTER TO THE EDITOR.” Include
your address and daytime phone number for verification purposes.
We will not knowingly publish any letter that is defamatory or libelous.
We will not publish anonymous letters or letters signed with pseudonyms,
except in extraordinary circumstances.
Opinions expressed in published letters are those of the author and not
necessarily those of the Valley Voice.
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Call us about our Fall Special,
it’s one Smokin’ hot deal!

430 Front Street, Kaslo, BC
250-353-7714

The Ingrid Rice cartoon is a satirical look at current events in politics and is sponsored by the Kaslo Hotel. The Hotel does not necessarily share the political views of the artist.

fish and wildlife in the Columbia
Basin ranging from the US Border all
the way up to Valemont. The Dam
Footprint Impact Summary, prepared
by G. Utzig and D. Schmidt, came
out in March of 2011. The study on
wildlife was done by John Krebs,
now co-chair of FWCP, and Irene
Manley, FWCP biologist. Not
surprisingly, they found that “loss
of habitat is the primary driver in
species impacts” (p. 28). They found
that of the 289 species examined,
64 species were the most seriously
affected: 3 species of amphibians,
one species of reptile, 15 species of
mammals and 45 species of birds,
classified as Priority 1 species. One
of the amphibian species is the
western toad. Western toads need
wet or very wet forest, or wetlands.
In the Columbia Basin, 42% of the
wet forest and a further 7% of the
very wet forest, the most favourable
habitat for the toad, was flooded, as
well as much of the wetlands. More
than half of the available toad habitat
is under water.
The FWCP Governance
Manual states that its mission is “to
compensate for the impacts on fish,
wildlife and their supporting habitat”
affected by the BC Hydro facilities.
Not one area has been set aside to
compensate for the loss of more than
half the habitat available to toads,

not one.
Water is a natural resource.
This is why the Water Comptroller
who issued the conditional water
licence is part of the Ministry of
Forests, Lands, and Natural Resource
Operations (FLNRO). FLNRO can
set aside an area as a protected area.
We now have the ironic situation
that FLNRO, which imposed on BC
Hydro the condition to compensate
for lost habitat, is the agency which
has refused or neglected to make that
possible. Is something wrong with
this picture?
Elsje de Boer
Fauquier

Reversal of Sinixt
extinction long
overdue
I’ve been sitting in on the trial of
Rick Desautel, the Sinixt hunter who
is being tried in Nelson for hunting
without a license and hunting as a nonresident. As a settler living in Sinixt
territory, and as a Canadian citizen,
I feel this trial is not in line with the
values of our community.
Many of us recognize and
acknowledge the Sinixt people’s longstanding relationship with this land
where we have made our homes. And
we honour their ongoing presence on
this land whether it is north or south

of the international boundary that
divides their homeland in two. We
yearn for more of their presence, their
stories, their knowledge about this
land and their rightful presence in all
negotiations concerning the future of
this territory.
Expert witness, Dr. Dorothy
Kennedy, makes it clear in her
testimony that the Sinixt lived in the
area from Big Bend on the Columbia
River north of Revelstoke to the
Kettle River on the lower Columbia,
since time immemorial. Other
anthropologists have stated that due
to the circumstances of settlement
and mining rushes and the connected
diseases, resource depletion, violence
and land appropriation, many of the
Sinixt moved south in order to survive.
Should they now be excluded from
the northern 80% of their homeland
for this?
I do not want to see our historic
‘git outta here!’ followed up with a
‘and stay out!’ Instead, we now have
an opportunity to recognize the Sinixt
who are here and have been working
to overturn the extinction for almost
30 years, and welcome back others
to the land of their ancestors. I’d
like to see us spend our tax dollars on
making this happen in a respectful and
participatory way instead of through
expensive, long-winded trials. What if
continued on page 5
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continued from page 4
we stopped waiting for First Nations
to try reclaimtng their rights through
the court system and just did the right
thing as a community, as a society and
as a nation?
The reversal of the Sinixt extinction
is long overdue. We need the collective
will of all justice-minded settlers in the
Sinixt tum xula7xw to work with the
Sinixt to set history right and make
a long term commitment to structure
change. I’m in. Who else?
K.L. Kivi
Sinixt tum xula7xw

Opposed to
new voting
systems

This concerns the article
in the October 5 issue on the
subject of the new voting systems
under consideration in Canada. It
mentions a presentation on voting
systems made by two Fair Vote
volunteers in late September, in
which they are quoted as saying that
“no country has gone back to ‘First
Past the Post’ once they change to
proportional representation.” This
statement is not true. Until the early
1970s in parts of western Canada,
provincial and civic elections used
the single transferable vote and
similar systems, having done so in
some cases since the First World
War. In Alberta and other places,
this system was abandoned. Why?
For one thing, STV voting
was complicated, both for the
voter and those who counted the
ballots. I can remember my parents
returning from voting sometime in
the 1960s and grumbling about the
experience. Several years ago, I got
a short-term job in the Calgary City
Archives, arranging and describing
1960s records of the City Clerk.
In those days, the Clerk managed
civic elections, conducted using
the single transferable vote.
The correspondence files often
included letters from other places
in the world enquiring about this
system. In election years, there
were one or more boxes containing
the aftermath of the election,
including the records of the vote
count. One box I opened had a
small sheet of paper on top of the
pile, on which the time of the final
vote was scrawled: sometime after
4 am!
It is my belief that members of
parliament are elected first of all to
represent the people in their ridings.
I am opposed to any new voting
system like those in Europe and
other places, where the electorate
votes for faceless lists. Political
parties are a means of forming
a government, a mechanism for
assembling and managing enough
MPs to enable that government to
function, but their role is secondary
in importance constitutionally.
W. B. Yeo
Kaslo
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Summit Lake
western toads

After the latest meeting with
FWCP/BC Hydro about the western
toads at Summit Lake, there has been
a lot of conversation generated and I
thought I would take the opportunity
to clarify a few things. Summit
Lake toads have been identified as
provincially significant and among
the “great wildlife migrations in the
world.” Of all the baby toads that exit
the lake each year, 99% will die of
natural causes in the first year. Most
of the toadlets cross the highway
and avoid the one tunnel and the
other culverts – so many more are
killed. Western toads have moved
from yellow to blue listed in the last
decade and the population at Summit
Lake has declined, too. If they get
across the highway to the forest,
they stay there until at least age 4
(sexual maturity) before heading
to the lake to breed and then back
to the forest. The BC government,
FWCP, CBT and the taxpayer has
invested $750,000 on research and
infrastructure to get our toads to
their habitat. Why? Because western
toad populations have declined
dramatically in North America and
globally and there is an obligation
to compensate for destroying so
much of their habitat by flooding
and damming.
Summit Lake Provincial Park
is only 6 hectares. There is an
additional 469 hectares around the
park designated as a ‘Goal 2 Reserve’
and includes the lake, islands, rail bed
and a small strip along the highway.
This reserve protects habitat, but is
not a park. It is managed by FLNRO,
not the Park Act. The public is asking
for this reserve to be expanded by
663 hectares on the forested side of
the highway where the vast majority
of toads migrate and remain for 97%
of their lives. This would create
a two-kilometre buffer zone and
capture 95% of core terrestrial toad
habitat and is only 6% of NACFOR’s
tenure. We have asked for this 6% to
be reallocated elsewhere and MLA
Katrine Conroy has brought this to
the legislature. If FLNRO will not
reallocate, we are pursuing a request
of FWCP/BC Hydro to compensate
NACFOR for not logging. Since
NACFOR has an open cutting permit
and can log anywhere in their tenure
to meet their annual allowable cut,
we are asking NACFOR to wait until
all avenues of compensation have
been exhausted. Research has shown
the population has declined and no
one knows the tipping point for this
population, so why take the chance
when there is time?
So, an expansion of the Goal 2
Reserve would mean no new logging,
mining or roads, but everything else
remains the same as it always has.
It can be a winning solution for
everyone. The toads get their habitat,
the public would still have the same
access to the area as they’ve always

had, the community forest can be
compensated, and FWCP, CBT and
the town of Nakusp could benefit
from all the positive PR such a move
would generate.
Debbie Pitaoulis
Summit Lake

Join me at
Rainbow’s End
Ranch

In the 1980s when Mick and
I began our trail riding business,
it seemed that the men and their
machines who log our forests were
always just behind us... We would
find a new place to ride and explore
and soon thereafter it would be laid
on the ground, carted off and burned.
We eventually purchased some
very rough land up Glacier Creek
and proceeded to create a ranch out
of a clearcut river bottom. I picked
rocks and sticks for years to be able
to grow grass to sustain the horses
that I love. Now after 23 years it is
green with grass, but the men and
their machines are arriving.
BC Timber Sales plans to take
out most of the lower Glacier Creek
valley… According to their map they
also hope to take out the rest of the
valley from about 16km to almost

Macbeth Icefields. Has anyone
figured out what the impact on the
Glacier will be with most of the trees
gone and the ground heating up as
a result?
Logging the steep hillsides that
are already prone to slides will be
detrimental to the water quality.
Taking out the oxygen producers
and filling the valley with smoke
from slash burns does not seem like
a good idea to me.
I am often reduced to tears at
what the feller bunchers have done...
animals are just collateral damage in
this war on Mother Nature...and it is
a war. These are war machines that
should never have been invented.
The operators lose touch with what
they are doing; they simply become
accustomed to their destruction...
business as usual. I would rather see a
bunch of fellows logging selectively
than one guy in a feller buncher
destroying all the life in an area.
There are now feller bunchers up
Glacier Creek to put in the roads for
next year’s proposed onslaught. They
are obscene and should be obsolete.
Putting careful loggers to work
seems a much better idea, don’t you
think? The back woodsare the front
lines... Please help me change what’s
happening if we can... We cannot go

on so arrogantly destroying our trees
and burning the entire area, filling our
air with toxic smoke.
In 2000, the smoke from slash
forced us to evacuate our valley
with herds of cows and horses. We
lost all the milk goats in the bush
since they don’t herd well when you
are traveling over 20 km to find a
safe haven in the rain and cold of
November… It was quite an ordeal
for both of us and as far as I’m
concerned once was enough.
I am not against logging, but I
am opposed to the ruthless manner
in which I see Mother Nature being
treated. We all need to be vocal to
stop this insanity. I invite you all to
come and see what is in store for the
whole of the Duncan Reservoir now
that the road has new gravel for the
first time in over 30 years. The entire
west side under Howser Ridge is on
the hit list. The bears that are there
now will be homeless...and it had lots
of grizzlies...
If you love our wild places like
I do feel free to come and talk…
I’m on the only private land up the
Glacier Creek valley…Rainbow’s
End Ranch and there is room for
others to join me!
Gabriela Grabowsky
Glacier Creek
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Happy trails and scenic lookouts are here again thanks to Nakusp ACTS

by Claire Paradis
The interior restoration of the
Saddle Mountain fire lookout is now
finished, thanks to funding from
the CBT Recreation Infrastructure
Grant program. The project, which
transformed the packrat-chewed
room into a landmark space where
hikers can rest and enjoy the full
view, was just completed by Corey
Beau Phillipson. And there’s more
to come, said Barb Chwachka,
president of the Nakusp and
Area Community Trails Society
(NACTS).
Like every year, the Trails
Society has been hard at work
marking, clearing, maintaining and
repairing the trails around Nakusp.
NACFOR had a hand in the work
by providing funding for spring
trail maintenance and summer work,
which enabled three workers to put
in around 350 hours on the trails.
Spring trail maintenance requires
skilled people to deal with large
blow-downs. Fire crews also donated
time for the trails this summer.
“Without these programs, this
would have been dependent on
volunteer work, and we would not

Advertise in the
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It pays!!!

• Call 358-7218 for details •
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April 20, 2017
7:00 to 9:00 pm
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have been able to accomplish what
was required,” stated NACTS’s
End of Season Trail Maintenance
Summary.
“Putting up signs, that can be
done by volunteers,” said Chwachka.
“I can’t dig anymore, but I can put up
signs. The ministry will pay for most
of our signs, we do our own designs.”
Like many community

(Just bring a racquet & non
marking inside shoes)

For more info call: 250-265-3326

just don’t have enough of them.”
And what makes volunteering
with NACTS great?
“What’s great about it?” mused
Chwachka. “It’s hard physical work.
Personality plays a role. It’s hard to
explain how much fun it is and how
interesting it is. We’re outdoors all
the time, so if you like the outdoors
it’s wonderful.”

Stewards of the Future environmental stewardship program launches for its third year
submitted
Lieutenant Governor the Honourable
Judith Guichon has launched the third
year of Stewards of the Future, a
program to promote stewardship and
environmental awareness among youth.
Stewards of the Future supports and
encourages emerging leaders to connect
with their environments and explore
their own communities to discover
and document unique attributes,
identify and research key issues of
concern, and investigate stewardship
initiatives. It promotes the concept of
a holistic approach to our endeavours
based on respect, relationships and
the responsibility of all for the future.
Funding is available for youth to go on
field trips, visit local sites of interest and
engage in stewardship projects in their
communities.
“The goal of this program is to
encourage open discussion and gain a
better understanding of the issues that
affect our natural surroundings,” said
Guichon. “It is my hope that through
their participation in Stewards of the
Future, students will develop a broader
understanding of the environmental

(Please use gym door)

Beginners
Welcome!

fabulous.”
The overlap of trail use is
minimal, she said. The Hot Springs
trail is popular with both hikers and
mountain bikers, but in general trail
usage is separate.
NACTS has great quality
volunteers, “but more and younger
would be nice,” said Chwachka.
“We have wonderful volunteers, we

The newly renovated lookout on Saddle Mountain offers a spectacular view in a comfortable space. Remember to give the Trails Society your input on the trail sign-in sheets or via email: nakusptrails@gmail.com.

Nakusp Secondary
School Gym
Nakusp Badminton Club
Membership Fee: $30/year
plus $15/yr insurance to
Badminton BC
$3 drop-in rate

organizations, the Trails Society is
always on the lookout for funding.
“It’s really hard to get grants for
operational stuff,” Chwachka said.
These days, mountain bikers are
outnumbering hikers, and Chwachka
is happy for the change. “In the last
few years it’s totally changed. People
in their 20s and 30s are getting out
who haven’t been outdoors, and it’s

READY FOR FOREVER HOME

Josie is a sweet black kitten with one
white spot on her chest. She likes people
and loves to play, pounce and hunt for
her toys. For more information, CALL
PALS at 250-265-3792 to find out how
she will be the perfect fit in your home.
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Nakusp
(250) 265-3635 www.selkirkrealty.com

issues affecting us and consider how we
can come together to establish a vision
for a sustainable future.”
The program features a toolkit
for teachers, leaders and students to
inspire and support them in becoming
involved in hands-on, place-based
explorations of their communities
and the stewardship issues relevant to
them. The toolkit includes an outline of
the overall program process, tools for
students, teachers, and other groups to
get engaged, and information on how

to apply for funding.
The program will culminate with a
year-end conference to be held on the
Sunshine Coast. The conference will
bring dedicated and determined youth
together with inspiring mentors to
engage in respectful conversations about
our shared responsibility for the future.
To view the Stewards of the Future
toolkit and apply for the program visit
www.ltgov.bc.ca. Applications for
funding are due Monday, November 14.
Stewards of the Future is one of

the Lieutenant Governor’s priority
programs, and stems from Guichon’s
long-standing connection to the land
and the importance of biodiversity. She
has an extensive background in holistic
management and was instrumental in
introducing the practice to ranchers
in British Columbia. Prior to her
appointment as Lieutenant Governor,
she operated Gerard Guichon Ranch
Limited in the Nicola Valley and
was president of the BC Cattlemen’s
Association.

submitted
Parents around the province can
share their thoughts on how they want
to keep track of their child’s progress
from kindergarten to Grade 9, through
a broad public engagement that started
October 4.
The world is changing and British
Columbia’s new curriculum is making
sure the next generation of students have
the skills they need to succeed in that
changing world. With the introduction
of the new curriculum, other parts of the
education system will also be updated.
Student progress is reported in
many different ways, including report
cards, parent-teacher meetings and
regular student/parent/teacher check-ins.
Government is asking parents to share
their thoughts on report cards and all
types of progress reporting by visiting
engage.gov.bc.ca/yourkidsprogress
before February 28, 2017.
The input received from parents will
help shape the information they receive
and how they receive it starting in the
2017-18 school year. Additionally, the
Ministry of Education is hosting 10
community meetings throughout the
province so parents can offer their input
in person and ask questions about how
reporting could work. All feedback will
be considered as a provincial student
reporting approach is finalized, giving
families a deeper understanding of their
child’s progress through timely and
comprehensive information. A summary

report on what was heard during the
engagement will be produced and posted
online in June 2017.

There will be opportunities for
parents to give input on progress
reporting in Grades 10-12 in the future.

submitted
The free solar workshop on October
1 in Fauquier with Kip Drobish from
OSO Solar in Hills was a wonderful
event. Attendees were very interested
and asked Drobish numerous questions.
Debbie McAulay, one of the event
organizers from the SMILE Club in
Fauquier, said she learned three very
interesting things at the workshop: you
can use an analogue meter to feed power
back to the grid (net metering); the rate
of return is down from 50 years to 20
years; and solar power can be installed
in stages to make it more affordable.
“I was also made aware of how

much I already know about solar
energy,” she said. “I use solar when
I use my clothesline, greenhouse and
compost, for instance.”
She added that participants learned
how to make a simple passive solar hot
water heater using an old freezer and an
old hot water tank.
Drobish advised participants
to choose a responsible solar panel
manufacturer and solar installer, and to
look at the warranties, not just the prices.
The workshop sponsors were
Columbia Basin Trust, Nakusp Home
Hardware, Spicer’s Farms, and
Wizardgrind Inc.

submitted
Families in the Arrow Lakes school
district will benefit from improved
transportation services, thanks to
$42,675 in funding under the new
provincial Student Transportation Fund.
The district will use the new funding
to: ensure it does not have to charge
fees for eligible student bus riders;
provide additional curricular field trips
to support the new curriculum; increase
use of the district van for curricular
and extracurricular learning, including
volunteer training and van repair; and

extend transportation assistance to
kindergarten students.
School districts applied for funding
in August and September. To be eligible
they had to submit a plan to the Ministry
of Education outlining how they would
use the funding to enhance transportation.
The amount a district is eligible
for is based on a formula tied to the
ministry’s student location factor, which
is used to determine the rural makeup
of a school district. Districts will be
required to report back on the outcomes
and benefits they achieve as a result.

Parents asked to share thoughts on progress reporting for their children

Fauquier solar workshop much appreciated

SD #10 gets extra transportation funding
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Silverton paramedic receives 25-year service award
by Art Joyce
For most of us, working on the
front lines of accidents and disasters
would be a daunting task. For
Don Caissie of Silverton, who has
received his 25-year service award
as a paramedic, it’s just something
he does. He’s not inclined to make a
big deal of it. And in fact that’s often
the kind of humility one finds with
people devoted to public service.
Caissie began his career as a
paramedic while working for the
provincial highways department in
1984. Crew chief Ray Lahner asked
him if he wanted to join, although
in those days the requirements
were considerably simpler and
rural paramedics weren’t paid. “I
started with industrial First Aid and
at the time that was the only thing
you needed. I was on for quite a

few years with that till they gave us
the Emergency Medical Assistance
Level 1 course around 1990-91. BC
Ambulance Service wasn’t paying
us so we were doing it for the
community, not for money.”
In the 32 years since he joined,
Caissie has watched the history of
the local paramedic service play out.
“Gail and Herman Hiebert were both
on when I started. Bill Wilson was
one of the first ones on, driving an
old Suburban truck back in the ’60s
and ’70s. When I started, we just had
to get them to hospital. Now there’s
a lot more treatment right at the
house, we have to make decisions.
With strokes, there’s that ‘golden
hour’ for us to get there as soon as
possible after it’s happened so we
can get them to Nelson for an MRI.”
Things have come a long way

since the ’80s. These days, with
the rash of fentanyl drug overdoses
in the province, paramedics are
also being trained to administer
injections of Narcan, a fentanyl
antidote. Caissie says he’s also
noticed a big change in driving
habits over the years. “The accidents
we see now are usually due to high
speed and that didn’t used to be the
case. People are driving a lot faster
now, driving too fast around these
blind corners.”
As the profession continued
to raise its standards, Caissie’s
skills were regularly updated. He
trained for Paramedic Level 1
certification and eventually as a
Primary Care Paramedic (PCP).
Along with Emergency Medical
Responder (EMR) training, the PCP
certification is now considered the

basic requirement for paramedics.
An extended bout of illness forced
Caissie to step down in 2006 and let
his Primary Care license lapse.
A chronic shortage of paramedic
staff in the north Slocan Valley around
that time motivated him to resume
his service once he recovered. At one
point there was only Sara Rainford
and Joe Matthews, who was also
off on sick leave, and the local fire
department was pitching in just to
keep the service going. Repeated
calls for help resulted in four people
taking up the training, with one
paramedic transferring from the
Winlaw station. Caissie re-acquired
his EMR certification in 2011. “We
could always use more. I sometimes
cover four or five days a week, some
the night and some the day shift.”
It takes a certain inner steel to
work as a paramedic, dealing with
life-or-death situations. And it can be
hard on families, getting called out
at all hours of the day or night. “It’s
difficult work; you have to separate

7
yourself from what’s happening.
I’ve been lucky, my wife has put up
with it when I got called out on New
Year’s or something. You see friends
going into hospital and not coming
out again.”
So what keeps him going as a
paramedic now that he’s a retired
senior? “Oh, just to help. If one of
the crew needs to take a day off or
can’t get a babysitter, I’ll cover for
them. I just like to help. We’ve had a
lot of people we thought we’d never
see again and then it’s completely
reversed, you see them walking
around again and sending us letters.”

Smokey Creek Salvage
24 HR TOWING

New & Used Auto Parts, Back Hoe Work,
Certified Welding & Repairs, Vehicle Removal
WE BUY CARS & TRUCKS

359-7815 ; 1-877-376-6539
3453 YEATMAN RD, SOUTH SLOCAN

WANTED
TO BUY:

CEDAR AND
PINE POLES
Brian Major
• 250-938-3900

Please contact:
Gormans Pole Division

250-547-9296

It’s ‘Trash to Treasure’ time again
submitted
The RDCK is celebrating Waste
Reduction Week in Canada by
promoting the Trash to Treasure
reuse event on Saturday, October
22. The one-day event gives people
a chance to give away gently used
items to those who may find value in
them and to search their community
for treasures new to them.
“We are happy to promote
this popular community event as
it is an easy way for residents to
find a second life for unwanted
possessions,” says Ann Bunka, the
RDCK’s Joint Resource Recovery
Committee Chair. “Re-use is
an important principle of waste
reduction and will help our region
to achieve our goal of zero waste.”
Residents are encouraged to
place any gently used, unwanted
household goods together at the
front of their property in a location
that can be safely accessed by
treasure hunters. A sign should
clearly indicate which items are
free. By 4 pm, all remaining items
should be gathered up and taken
inside. In order to ensure the
continual success of these events,
we ask that residents keep their
community clean by removing
leftover items.
Trash to Treasure days happen
twice a year, in October and April.

Visit the RDCK’s website, www.
rdck.ca, for more information and
to download a Trash to Treasure
sign for your property. For more
information on Waste Reduction
Week or recycling, please visit
the Recycling Council of British
Columbia’s (RCBC’s) website at
www.rcbc.ca or call their hotline at
1-800-667-4321.

NEW
DENVER
COMMUNITY
PHARMACY

Residential two-tier electricity rates
Most residents in BC pay for electricity on a two-tier rate (known as a residential inclining block rate or a residential conservation rate). Under the two-tier
rates, customers pay a lower price for electricity consumed up to a threshold
and a higher price for electricity consumed above the threshold.
The BC Minister of Energy and Mines has asked the British Columbia Utilities
Commission to report to the government on the impact of these two-tier rates.

Request for your comments

Two arrested after
prowling South Slocan
business

submitted
On October 14 just before 8 am
a business in South Slocan reported
a suspicious male wandering around.
He was associated with a Jeep
parked nearby.
Members of the Nelson RCMP
detachment responded and located
the Jeep, with two male occupants,
on Playmor Rd. The vehicle had
been stolen from Nelson October 12.
Both men were arrested and taken
back to the detachment. One of them
had an outstanding arrest warrant
related to theft and possession of
stolen property.
The two men, Nelson residents
aged 38 and 28, are in custody
awaiting bail hearings. Nelson
RCMP continue to investigate as
property believed to be stolen was
found inside the Jeep.

Request for Comments

As part of the Commission’s review, BC Hydro and FortisBC have filed reports
on the impacts these rates have had on their customers. The Commission is
seeking comments on BC Hydro and FortisBC’s reports.

Serving
the
Valley!
WINTER HOURS
start Thursday,
Oct 27
Thursday:
10 am - 2 pm
Mon, Tues, Wed &
Fri: 10 am - 5 pm

250-358-2500

These reports, titled BC Hydro Utility Report and FortisBC Utility Report,
can be found on the Commission’s website at www.bcuc.com under Current
Proceedings > BCUC RIB Rate Report > Hearing and Other Documents or
http://www.bcuc.com/ApplicationView.aspx?ApplicationId=506.
Please provide your comments using the Commission’s Letter of Comment
Form found online at http://www.bcuc.com/Register-Letter-of-Comment.
aspx. All comments must be received in writing.
Please send your written comments by email or mail to the Commission
Secretary on or before Thursday, November 24, 2016 at:
Email:

Commission.Secretary@bcuc.com

Mail:

Ms. Laurel Ross
Acting Commission Secretary
BC Utilities Commission
Sixth Floor, 900 Howe Street
Vancouver, BC V6Z 2N3

For more information please contact the Commission using the contact
information above or by phone at 1-800-663-1385.
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New Denver council, October 11: Rural Dividend and Wildfire Prevention grants approved
by Katrine Campbell
• “We’ve brought in way more
money this year than in the 10 years
I’ve been here,” said Corporate
Officer Catherine Allaway. She was
referring to the grants which staff
continually apply for to help pay
for projects that would otherwise
be beyond the Village’s means.
The two latest were $21,608 from
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provincial Rural Dividend funding,
and $387,000 from the Strategic
Wildfire Prevention Initiative.
The former will be used for the
Slocan Valley Regional Economic
Development Strategy, in conjunction
with Silverton, Slocan and Area
H. The latter will pay for a second
round of fuel management around
the Village, i.e. removing branches,
underbrush and small trees. Signs
will be posted to inform people what
is happening.
CAO Bruce Woodbury attributed
the increased funding to having more
staff, freeing up time to work on the
grants.
• Bunka reported on a meeting
she and von Krogh had September
20 with IH president and CEO Chris
Mazurkewich, board chair Erwin
Maltzer and member Pat Dooley,
and staff members. Mazurkewich
told them there are no plans for any
changes at the Slocan Community
Health Centre, that they were the
“most staffed up” they had ever been
but are still not meeting community
needs, and that many staff don’t want
to work full time.
- From the September 15 RDCK
meeting: The tender to provide
waste transfer services for Rosebery
and Slocan was awarded to Goat
Mountain Enterprises for a three-year
contract.
Staff will prepare an amendment
to the resource recovery bylaw to
increase the mixed waste tipping fee
in yearly $5 increments, from $85/
tonne now to $100 by January 1,
2019. This could mean a change to

NOTICE
		
VILLAGE OF NEW DENVER
			
ARBOUR DAY
The Village of New Denver is holding an Arbour Day
on Wednesday, October 26, 2016. We will pick up all
yard and pruning waste that is placed at the curb by 8
a.m. Please ensure that all branches are bundled and tied
		
and all garden refuse (leaves, etc.) is
bagged. Absolutely no household
garbage or construction material will be
picked up. Please ensure that all bundles
and bags are an acceptable weight.
Remember, you only have to lift one
bag in comparison to the number our
crew will have to lift. Thank you
for your cooperation.

garbage rates in the Village. Bunka
noted that the RDCK’s fees were
lower than those charged in the
Kootenay-Boundary RD and many
people were bringing their waste to
RDCK sites.
Staff is looking for input from
the board on specific IT needs and
will report on recommendations and
detailed costing for hardware and/or a
mobile device management platform.
They will also develop a policy on
security issues.
• Work continues on the trail
around the village. The Mori Trail
along the lake has been reconstructed;
most of the rough work has been done
but the finer crush top layer will be
done in the spring after the lower
layer has a chance to settle. Picnic
tables and signs will also be installed
in the spring. A trail will be built along
the north dike of Carpenter Creek.
• Interior Health sent the Village
a letter reiterating seven terms and
conditions on the water system
operating permit. The Village is
in compliance with all, but IH has
requested action including developing
a cross connection control program,
an assessment of the wells and an
annual review of the emergency
response plan.
• The Village received a letter
from the Central Kootenay Food
Policy Council, looking for people to
sit on the inaugural council. Nadine
Raynolds asked her fellow Village
councillors to encourage possible
candidates to apply.
• Centennial Campground was
given Kootenay Business Magazine’s
Best of Business bronze award.
• Heritage Advisory Commission
Amendment bylaw #703, 2016, was
given three readings. The bylaw will
allow for representation from LACE,
which operates the Bosun Hall.
• A service provider agreement
between the Village and the Silvery
Slocan Historical Society was
approved. This will give the society
liability coverage under the Municipal
Insurance Association, saving it $590.
Council invited all similar groups to
come under the MIA umbrella.
• A letter from Nadine Stefan
asking council to “reconsider your
decision to implement the Home
Owners Warranty Act” was received
for information. The Act was imposed
by the Province, said Woodbury, and
the Village did not have a choice
in the matter; staff discussed the
problem with Stefan, the property
owner and the Homeowner Protection
Office, and were unable to find a
solution to the problem.
• Mayor Ann Bunka and
BIOMIMICRY
Clean drinking water is a global issue
best addressed by conserving and
protecting the sources. The science of
biomimicry looks to nature for ideas,
i.e. studying ocean fish to discover how
they desalinate salt water for use in
their bodies or discovering better methods of capturing water from fog, as do
conifers (called fog drip). See website
“Ask Nature”
slocanlakess.com

Councillors Heather Fox and Henning
von Krogh reported on some of the
various meetings and workshops
they attended at the recent Union
of BC Municipalities convention.
Bunka went to the Mayors’ Caucus
and sessions on reducing liability
exposure for local government,
working together to prevent wildfires
in BC, the Municipal Natural Assets
Initiative, and resolutions, as well as
the Municipal Insurance Association
AGM and speeches from the premier
and the leader of the opposition.
“You can tell it’s an election year
because there was some lip service
[from Premier Christy Clark] given
to social issues,” she said. Opposition
leader John Horgan “gave a real
thump ’em down election speech.”
In addition, she met with BC
Assessment re: municipal building
assessments and Transportation
and Infrastructure minister Todd
Stone to thank him for the promise
of “$500,000 over five years for
investigation and exploratory drilling
of Hwy 6 to identify root causes
of instability and to enable the
formulation of an appropriate work
plan.” Along with other RDCK reps,
she met with staff from the health
and transportation/ infrastructure
ministries re: water and wastewater,
and with Environment Minister Mary
Pollack about MultiMaterial BC
(MMBC) recycling.
New Denver had submitted
a resolution for discussion at the
AGM, asking that “UBCM and its
membership support and assist in
opening a meaningful dialogue with
the Fire Underwriters Survey and
the insurance industry to allow local

government flexibility of equipment
to meet specified criteria.” The FUS
requires fire departments have a
triple combination pumper, but the
Village points out that two minior midi-pumpers have the same
capacity but are more versatile in rural
areas. The resolution was endorsed
by the members. Bunka talked to
the deputy fire commissioner, who
differed with the FUS on why the
triple combination was required. She
said the issue would require further
investigation. Finally, the mayor met
with Naomi Yamamoto, the minister
of state for Emergency Preparedness,
and asked about federal or provincial
oversight for FUS. The minister will
look into it. Also, the mayor thanked
her for her work with constituents re:
the Nikkei Centre during her time as
heritage minister and invited her to
come for a tour of the centre.
Von Krogh went to sessions on
the environment, working to prevent
wildfires, and on reducing liability
exposure. ‘Is drought in your future?’
explained that the amount of rainfall
falling on BC hasn’t changed, but it
is coming in shorter, more intense
bursts. ‘Weird Weather’ talked about
adapting to climate change.
Fox noted that the MIA had
partnered with artists to provide
gifts for the delegates’ welcome
packages, and suggested local artists
be encouraged to get involved.
She was also interested in ‘Soil
Movement: Contamination and
Invasive Species’ which dealt with
soil, e.g. in imported potted plants,
causing infestations of species such as
fire ants, and ‘Growing BC’s Creative
Economy’.

by Jan McMurray
• The Village will apply for $100,000
for the Silverton Gallery Restoration and
Renovation Project under the BC Rural
Dividend Program. The application
deadline is October 31.
CAO Darrell Garceau said he is
hopeful that the status of the application
made under the Canada 150 Program
for the project will be known by the
end of the year.
• A bus shelter will be installed on
the highway in front of the gallery, close
to the Village office.
• The RDCK would like a flood
and geo-hazard risk assessment done
for the region, and has completed a
funding application for the project.
Council endorsed the application, and
will provide a letter of support.
• The CAO will submit an
application for funding for a Village
of Silverton asset management plan.
The plan is expected to cost $10,000.
The Village will apply for $5,000, as
it is a matching funding program. The
municipality’s $5,000 will come from
the current water department budget.
• Village administration will work
with the Ministry of Transportation
on a Stop of Interest in or near the
community.
• A Village of Silverton strategic
planning session was held September
20. Council priorities remain the same:

maintenance plan/asset management
plan (including natural assets); gallery
re-opening project; policy overview and
remediation; water system upgrades/
maintenance; waste elimination
(composting, recycling, reusing, etc.).
• Councillor Main reported on
her attendance at an FCM (Federation
of Canadian Municipalities) board of
directors meeting in Oakville September
12-17, and at UBCM (Union of BC
Municipalities). She attended a meeting
with Area H Director Popoff and
Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural
Resource Operations staff to discuss the
extension of Galena Trail from Rosebery
to the Girl Guide Camp in Hills. “Still
awaiting resolution of the conflicts with
ATV groups, but substantial progress
has been made on this front,” states
her written report. She also attended
a staff meeting with Interior Health
staff to discuss the planned $40 million
upgrades to the Trail hospital.
• Mayor Clarke reported on his
attendance at UBCM (Union of BC
Municipalities), the Mayors’Caucus, and
the AKBLG (Association of Kootenay
Boundary Local Governments).
• CAO Darrell Garceau reported
that the four properties advertised for
tax sale were redeemed before the sale.
• New playground equipment is
expected to arrive by the end of them
month and will be installed in the spring.

Silverton council, October 11: Another
grant application for Silverton Gallery
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Nakusp council, October 11: Falling crime rates, relocated bear cub

by Claire Paradis
• Constable Lee Bellamy
presented this quarter’s crime
statistics, noting that the increase
in impaired driving offences was
due to a great presence of RCMP
on the highways. Similar increases
were seen in the Slocan Valley, he
said. There has been a reduction
in the number of break-and-enter
infractions and property crimes,
thanks to a few key people “who
were put away for a while,” said
Bellamy.
Bellamy said one of the
biggest issues facing Nakusp is
the underreporting of crimes. He
reminded council that calls to
Crime Stoppers are completely
anonymous, which is extremely
important particularly in small
communities.
A new officer will be arriving
in Nakusp at the beginning of
December, and a new yet-to-be-

named corporal will be coming in
the new year.
• Bree Lillies, community
coordinator with WildSafe BC, gave
a presentation about keeping bears
out of town and preventing their
habituation for the safety of both
bears and humans. This has been a
huge bear year, she said. She reported
that this fall, a cub was spotted
eating crab apples in a tree along the
waterfront walkway. Fortunately, the
lone bear was captured and taken to
the Northern Lights Wildlife facility
in Smithers.
• The arena roof is nearly
done, even though more work was
discovered as the job began. The
work on the auditorium will be done
by October 31.
• The Nakusp Public Library
will be working with the Village on
a little free library on the waterfront
walkway. The library will contain
free books for the public.

• Mayor Karen Hamling reported
that there was a push at this year’s
Union of BC Municipalities
conference (UBCM) to make
Rural Dividend funds fit small
communities better. Hamling said
that there was a lack of awareness
about the actual size of smaller BC
communities and what that means
in terms of trying to come up with
matching funds.
Mayor Hamling also reported that
federal and provincial governments
will kick in more funds for clean
water and wastewater projects,
which will mean municipalities
will contribute 17% rather than the
typical 33%.
• Councillor Ulli Mueller attended
a seminar called Open Season On
Integrity, which recommended that
municipal governments adopt a code
of conduct in order to deal effectively
with problem councillors.
• Councillor Bill Tobey let

by Andreea Myhal
Sharon Montgomery is well
known in Nakusp and beyond as
the person in charge of the Nakusp
Museum. After 15 years in that
position, she is now retiring, and
will be leaving some awfully big
shoes to fill.
Born in West Vancouver, Sharon
was five years of age when she first
moved to Nakusp. She stayed here
for several years before moving away
again as a teenager and spending
most of her adult life in other parts
of BC and the US. But then, in 1996,
the call of the Minto finally brought
her home. Her cousin, Mel LaRue,
who put an impressive number
of volunteer hours into building
three miniature sternwheelers, was
instrumental in introducing Sharon
to the museum.
One day in 2001, Frances
Walmsley called and invited Sharon
to the Nakusp Museum Society
AGM. Sharon walked out with the
keys – and the museum has never
been the same.
Sharon has turned the museum
from a little collection of artefacts into
a full-fledged historical institution, a
testament of her love and dedication

to this town and its people. Thanks
to Sharon’s efforts, the museum has
doubled in size, the artefacts are
organized into theme rooms, and a
whole new Sinixt exhibit has been
added, documenting a forgotten part
of our local history.
A fourth-generation Nakuspian,
Sharon has always had a personal
interest in history, enhanced by
her professional background in
newspaper editing, window dressing,
and human resources management.
Sharon has systematically worked on
addressing the museum’s needs over
the years, such as arranging for the
wagon shelter, which she personally
decorates about seven times per year,
as well as getting the S.S. Minto
whistle to sound again after a 10-year
silence.
Unfortunately, Sharon’s many
hours on the hard cement floors of
the museum have led to a hardening
of her arteries, particularly affecting
her legs. But that won’t stop her
from showing her beloved museum
to those interested. She is still taking
reservations for tours over the winter
season.
Her new priority, other than
actually enjoying her retirement

for a change, will be to get back
to a book she started writing some
decades ago. The book is about her
grandfather’s experience in the Yukon
during the gold rush of 1892, the year
Nakusp was founded. Sharon has her
grandfather’s diary from that time,
and can see the story being produced
as a period movie.
“All of us at the museum and
everyone else in Nakusp and District,
we would like to take this opportunity
to sincerely thank Sharon for her
many years of dedication developing
her vision for this beautiful town and
its heritage. We wish her the best of
luck with her future endeavours!” says
Andreea Myhal, musem volunteer.

Sharon Montgomery retires from Nakusp Museum

council know that Recreation
Commission #4 grant applications
are available at the Village office and
must be completed and returned by
October 28. Decisions will be made
by early November.
• Councillor Tom Zeleznik
mentioned that the shortage of lowcost rental housing in Nakusp came
up at a recent Chamber meeting, and
the Chamber asked if the Village
could help. Both the mayor and
CAO Laurie Taylor said the Village
is able to show support for someone
who is applying for a grant, but
help doesn’t usually come directly
through municipal government.
• The Freedom of Information
Bylaw was repealed and replaced

Alice Watson M.Ed. (Couns. Psych.) 250-265-3328

Counselling services available for individuals, couples, and families.
Experience a collaborative process of resolving grief and loss,
depression, anxiety, relationship challenges,
trauma, addiction, and life changes.

AGM

ALFA Guild Artwalk
Selkirk College, Nakusp, BC
Thurs. November 17th, 2016
4:30 pm

WINTER
TIRE SALE
720 10th Ave NW
Nakusp
250-265-4438

Sharon in her favourite room of the museum – the Sinixt exhibit.

with a newer version that reflects
recent changes to the Freedom of
Information Act.
• A number of Village projects
and expenses are under budget,
according to the budget review to
date, with the sewer being one of
the exceptions due to problems at
the waste water treatment plant. The
barriers on the Wrap Around Trail
will remain as they are for the time
being. Budget details are available
in the agenda package online at the
Village website.
• Horizons Unlimited is coming
to Nakusp for a Mountain Madness
event July 28-30 next year. Keep
your eyes out for the motorcyclists
going on their off-road adventure.

Contact David Olson
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KASLO & AREA

Andy Shadrack denied Green Party riding nomination
by Art Joyce
Former City of Nelson
councillor, Kim Charlesworth, has
won the Green Party nomination for
the Nelson-Creston riding in a race
against RDCK Director Ramona
Faust.
Andy Shadrack, longtime Green
Party member and campaigner, had
wanted to run in the race for the
nomination as well. He was shocked
when the party’s vetting committee
denied his application.
Shadrack said he decided last
December he wanted to enter the
race to represent the Greens in the
riding, and began door-knocking,
signing up some 200 new party
members. The application process
is rigorous, he claims, requiring
a complete history going back to
the year of high school graduation,
which in his case is 1967. Shadrack
received a nomination package on
June 20 and submitted it with the
appropriate signatures and required
fees on July 15.
“On September 16, I received the
notice that I was denied. I appealed
on the 18th and was again told on
the 23rd that I’d been denied on the
appeal. The reason for the rejection
of my appeal changed four days after
the original wording. I can’t tell you
what those reasons are, but even if I
could, I couldn’t explain it to you.”
The reason he can’t explain it –
beyond his shocked disbelief at being
rejected – is that candidates must
sign a confidentiality agreement.
A 50-year veteran of regional and
provincial politics, Shadrack feels
he has an established reputation
for integrity. In the Donald Trump
era of politics, that should count
Working to establish 24/7
emergency care in Kaslo and
surrounding areas

KASLO & AREA MEDICAL
CARE SOCIETY

A non-profit charitable organization
We welcome and appreciate your
support!

Become a member!

All donations over $10 are tax deductible

Box 1215, Kaslo V0G 1M0
kaslomed@yahoo.ca
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for something, he believes. He
says he’s made four attempts to get
clarification for his rejection but has
received no satisfying answers.
Shadrack served nine years
as RDCK Area D Director and
served on the UBCM executive
for two years. This spring he was
awarded a life membership with the
AKBLG (Association of KootenayBoundary Local Governments).
He’s been a Green Party member
for 23 years, and has been on vetting
committees for nominees in five
elections, provincial and federal.
He campaigned for voter support
for the Green Party during the last
federal election.
“I cannot think of a public
statement I’ve made that would be
any kind of embarrassment to the
party or the leader. Because we’re
now getting very paranoid about

electronic statements, I don’t use
Twitter. I have a Facebook page but
I barely use it. I had a Go Fund It
site for fundraising. That only leaves
emails. I can’t think of anything, I’ve
wracked my brains.”
Shadrack says he’s received
over 50 phone calls and emails from
supporters around the province,
and a letter recently appeared in the
Nelson Star protesting the Green
Party decision. He’s been told by
some Greens that they’ve quit the
party over this.
“I’m not saying Kim
Charlesworth isn’t a viable candidate.
I don’t want anything said that
implies either candidate wasn’t a
good one. But there’s something
fundamentally wrong with the
process, when you can imply I’ve
done something wrong, but we’re not
going to tell you what it is.”

That process, according to Stefan
Jonsson, Green Party Director of
Communications, is indeed rigorous.
Applicants for riding nominations
are generally alerted to a twoweek process for submitting their
applications. A provincial vetting
committee is formed to decide which
contestants will be allowed to go
forward into the nomination race.
Jonsson says in the case of the
Nelson-Creston riding, the party
allotted an additional two weeks
for members to vote for approved
candidates. A preferential balloting
system is used in which nominees
are ranked in order of the voter’s
preference until the candidate with
50% of the votes is declared the
winner. However, this system usually
requires at least three candidates
to work. In this case, Shadrack
was refused, so only Faust and

Charlesworth were put on the ballot,
which is then done as a straight vote.
The party used to require meetings
to vote for nominees but now uses
an online voting system for the
convenience of members. In cases
like Shadrack’s, a separate appeal
committee is struck. “We try to make
this process as fair as possible,” says
Jonsson. “I know the BC Liberal
Party does not have an appeal process
and does not share information with
the applicant about their application.”
Jonsson adds that the party does
not favour gender quotas like the
NDP and does not screen nominees
for electability. That leaves only
criteria such as no criminal record,
no current drug or alcohol addictions,
no major mental health issues, and
no one who has been disciplined
by a professional association for
misconduct.

by Jan McMurray
• The Village will submit an
application for Rural Dividend
funding to create a community space
in the City Hall courtroom. CBT
committed funds to this project some
time ago.
• RDCK Area D Director Aimee
Watson attended as a delegation to ask
council to partner on an application
for Rural Dividend funding. The
funding would be for a program to
support farmers and food-related
businesses in Kaslo and Area D. “I’m
not looking for money. It’s mostly to
have the farmers and businesses in
Kaslo be able to access the program,”
she said. Council decided not to
partner on the application because the
City Hall is council’s priority. There
was some concern around the table
that the two applications would create
competition for the funds.
• Council received the minutes of
the August 15 Parks, Recreation and
Open Spaces Committee meeting.
The committee’s recommendation
that council create a line item in the
Public Works reserve in order to
hire an arborist every five years was
referred to Committee of the Whole
Finance. CAO Smith pointed out
that the Village doesn’t have a Public
Works reserve.
• Council received the ‘Sewer
Servicing Cost Recovery Structure’
report from Fred Banham &
Associates and referred the report
to Stage 3 of the Liquid Waste
Management Plan. The report
lays out five steps to a community
sewer system for Kaslo. 1) Address
the needs of the existing system,
i.e. build redundancy of primary
treatment components, replace aging

components and improve operations.
The report recommends paying out
the loan for the existing system
with surplus funds collected from
the SSA-1 operations. 2) Adopt an
environment policy that establishes
sewer treatment as a responsibility
of all Kaslo residents, with a goal
of having all Kaslo properties
on a sewer treatment system. 3)
Change bylaws to separate the
borrowing fund payments from
user fees, and determine costs of
infrastructure upgrades and buildout of the community sewer system.
4) Expand the treatment plant to
provide redundancy of primary
treatment components for SSA-1 and
provide sewage capacity for SSA-2
(Lower Kaslo) and SSA-3 (Upper
Kaslo). 5) Build-out of the Lower
Kaslo collection system, followed
by the build-out of the Upper Kaslo
collection system.
• Mayor Hewat provided council
with a list of ideas for Kaslo’s
125th birthday celebration in 2018.
“We should start planning as soon
as possible,” she said. “I want to

involve as much of the community as
possible and on many fronts – not just
one event on one day.” The mayor
will work on appointing a committee
with representation from community
groups.
• The Village was successful in
its funding application for Kaslo
River Intake upgrades. Federal and
provincial funding of $289,733,
representing 83% of the project cost,
was approved.
• A letter from BC Emergency
Health Services states that
community paramedics jobs for
Kaslo were posted September 15.
Successful candidates will begin
the 14-week orientation in February
2017 and begin work in May 2017.
Candidates must have a Primary
Care Paramedic licence with an IV
endorsement. “In those communities
where there are no paramedics with
the necessary qualifications, or
none that are interested in applying,
every effort will be made to recruit
a qualified paramedic from the
immediate region,” states the letter.
• Floodplain Management

Bylaw 1193 and Permissive Tax
Exemption Bylaw 1195 were given
three readings.
• Council received applications
for a Development Variance Permit
(DVP) and a Heritage Development
Permit (HDP) from Angry Hen
Brewing Company. The company
intends to open a craft brewery in
the building that housed the Live
Art Shoppe this summer. The DVP
application is for a reduction of the
rear lot setback to 0 metres, and
reduction of the required parking
spaces to four. The company needs
a HDP for changes to the colour of
the building. Council directed staff
to send a notice to neighbouring
property owners about the DVP
application, which will be considered
by council at the November 8
meeting. Council approved the HDP.
• Council approved a
Development Permit for the Kaslo
Hotel. The DP is for the construction
of a new doorway on the Water St.
side of the building, to allow for the
creation of two suites and a billiard
room.

Kaslo council, October 11: City Hall is priority project

Valley Voice editor Jan McMurray attended the Kaslo & Area Fire Department’s ‘Be a Firefighter for a Night’ event as part of Fire Prevention Week on October 11.
Here she is, all suited up for the job, with firefighter Kevin Smith. There was a good turnout to the event, with 8 potential adult recruits and one junior recruit.
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Dead Crow performance premieres in West Kootenay
submitted
Imagine a creature tens of
thousands of years old, sent to Earth
as a watcher by a shadowy race of
gods. Now imagine that he’s equally
capable of appearing as a crow or a
human, with a bad attitude to match,
and you have the personality profile
of a character known as Dead Crow.
Created by author Sean Arthur
Joyce, Dead Crow: Prologue had its
debut performance at Kimberley’s
Kaleidoscope Arts and Culture
Festival in August. The debut is
now being followed up by a West
Kootenay tour featuring composer
and guitarist Noel Fudge, who
provides the live soundtrack for the
show. Fudge – one half of the guitar/
violin duo Freya – will also perform
original solo compositions. The
evening will feature Joyce reading
poems from his latest book, The
Price of Transcendence, described
by Tom Wayman as “a first-rate
collection.”
Joyce and Fudge will perform
Dead Crow: Prologue in Nakusp at
the Bonnington Arts Centre Friday,
October 28, 7 pm, with refreshments
by Arrow Lakes Arts Council and
Jennifer Chocolates; as part of
the Café Langham Inspired Ideas
series on Thursday, November 3, 7
pm in the Langham Theatre, Kaslo;
in Nelson at The Front Room, 901
Front Street, Friday, November 10,
7:30 pm; and in New Denver at the
Bosun Hall Saturday, November 5,
7 pm, with refreshments by Robin
McNabb. Tickets available at the
doors.
A stalwart on the West Kootenay

poetry scene since the days of
the Sub Pub on the former David
Thompson University campus (now
Selkirk College’s Fairview campus),
Joyce co-hosted reading series
with poet Timothy Shay in various
locations around Nelson over the
past 25 years. He sees Dead Crow as
an opportunity to branch out.
“Since the advent of slam poetry,
and with spoken word festivals now
well established around the world, a
new freedom to experiment seems to
be opening up in poetry,” says Joyce.
“I saw the Dead Crow character as
an ideal vehicle to combine narrative
poetry and classical mythology with

by Katrine Campbell and Jan
McMurray
The Valley Voice was recently
informed by a man in Penticton that
he has been working on the issue of
over-loud vehicle exhaust systems,
particularly in motorcycles, for four
years, and he has finally received a
letter from Clayton Pecknold, Assistant
Deputy Minister and Director of Police
Services, BC Ministry of Justice.
The letter states that “…the
Enforcement Subcommittee of the BC
Association of Chiefs of Police Traffic
Safety Committee has developed a
‘best practices’ document to address
loud exhaust enforcement, particularly
regarding loud motorcycles, based on the
successful enforcement strategy used by
the Vancouver Police Department. This
police reference tool is also being added
to the electronic Traffic Enforcement
Reference Manual (TERM) that is
available to all police officers in British
Columbia…”
A Ministry of Justice spokesperson

confirmed that the best practices
document has been developed and is
available to police.
“It’s important to note that the
Province of BC prohibits both loud
exhaust noise and modifying exhaust
systems,” stated the spokesperson. “As
well, local governments may enact
bylaws to prohibit excessive noise
within civic boundaries at a lower
decibel level.”
The spokesperson explained that
while the Province, through the Ministry

dramatic characterization.”
Joyce combines aspects of First
Nations mythology – the Raven
Trickster – with elements of the
Celtic Morrigan, a shape-shifting
goddess known to haunt battlefields
in the form of a crow. Add to that a
kind of film noir detective’s gravellyvoiced cynicism, and you have
Dead Crow. He’s the hero of his
own spiritual journey, a penetrating
intelligence seeking to reconcile
the contradictions of existence. It’s
a journey we all make throughout
the course of a life. The Prologue
provides the backstory of how and
why Dead Crow found himself in

this predicament. Joyce has plans
to develop his manuscript into a full
touring show.
Noel Fudge is a versatile
contemporary composer, whose
talent knows no bounds. His portfolio
ranges from film scores to choral
and orchestral works, to singersongwriter and instrumental music.
He holds a BFA in composition
from Simon Fraser University,
and wrote and performed with the
band Crop Circle, a group that

11
received extensive radio play and
toured Western Canada, opening
for ZZ Top and Bif Naked. He’s
a singer and a masterful guitarist,
whose current projects include
composing short film soundtracks
with ICandyFilms, a variety of
studio recording projects, and most
notably, his work with the popular
West Kootenay based guitar/violin
duo, Freya, with violinist Martine
denBok. Their debut album is set for
release in December 2016.

Art Joyce will perform Dead Crow: Prologue in Nakusp, Kaslo and New Denver.

Loud vehicle exhaust systems: Best Practices document developed for police

of Public Safety and Solicitor General,
can set broad priorities and standards
for police agencies, police, including
the RCMP, deploy and manage their
personnel. Individual investigations
and operational enforcement decisions
by police occur at arm’s length from
government. “The Province will continue
to work with the BC Association of
Chiefs of Police as the police address
and enforce the law around excessive
noise that disturbs the peace,” concluded
the ministry spokesperson.
Silverton, BC raised, Non-Certified Organic Free Range Chicken. Raised on
Pasture and Certified Organic Non-GMO, Corn & Soy-Free feed.
At Father Sun Farms™ we are committed to offering you the same products we put on
our family’s table. It’s important to know how our animals are raised and how that can
ultimately affect our health both positive and negative. Other than one or two small suppliers in Western Canada, all available commercial poultry feed contains corn and soy.
Now taking orders for:
October 26th fresh pickup at our farm in Silverton, BC. Total available birds: 200.
Frozen chickens are always available for pick-up at the farm.

Phone: 250.358.2484 or Email: fathersunfarms@gmail.com to
place your order today. $6.00/lb

SLOCAN PARK BRANCH
3014 HWY 6
SLOCAN PARK, BC
PHONE: 250-226-7212
FAX: 250-226-7351
ONLINE: WWW.HERITAGECU.CA
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Celebrate credit union day and co-op week
submitted
On Thursday, October 20 credit
unions and their members around
the world will celebrate International
Credit Union Day, to commemorate
the credit union movement’s impact
and achievements globally, nationally
and locally. This year’s theme, The
Authentic Difference, celebrates what
makes credit unions stand out. Credit
unions are recognized as a force for
positive economic and social change
and have provided significant value in
both developed and emerging nations.
“It is time for people to give more

thought to where they bank because
it does make a difference,” says Tom
Atkins, Manager of Marketing and
Relationship Development at NDCU.
“Nelson & District Credit Union is a
part of, not apart from, our communities
and we know that local matters. We
encourage the community to come learn
more about being part of something
different on International Credit Union
Day.”
NDCU’s connection to the credit
union and co-op system is well
established. Collaboration within the
Kootenays has strengthened the regional

SIFCo

Slocan Integral Forestry
Cooperative

...working with you
to foster community and ecological health

Box 189, Winlaw, BC, V0G 2J0
www.sifco.ca
email: office@sifco.ca • phone: 250-226-7012
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economy through partnerships of shared
values that are rooted in our communities
and not guided by profits. Help celebrate
a movement that concerns itself with the
financial success of all people.
International Credit Union Day
is sponsored by World Council of
Credit Unions, the international trade
association and development agency for

credit unions and Canadian Credit Union
Association, the Canadian national trade
association for credit unions. In honour
of this special day, NDCU invites its
members and the community to our
branches to help recognize how unique
credit unions are.
In Canada, Co-op Week is celebrated
to coincide with International Credit

Union Day, which is marked annually
on the third Thursday of October. This
year, the Co-op Week of celebration will
take place between October 16-22, 2016,
the theme is ‘Our Co-op Advantages’.
This celebration is an opportunity for
members to help celebrate the positive
impacts that credit unions and co-ops
make in their communities.

There is a special set of ethical
values that apply to co-operatives: the
International Co-operative Principles.
Together, they give us a guiding
framework that reflects the common
values of the co-operative movement
worldwide.
1st Principle: Voluntary and
Open Membership
Co-operatives are voluntary
organizations, open to all persons able to
use their services and willing to accept
the responsibilities of membership,
without gender, social, racial, political,
or religious discrimination.
2nd Principle: Democratic
Member Control
Co-operatives are democratic
organizations controlled by their
members, who actively participate
in setting their policies and making
decisions. Men and women serving as
elected representatives are accountable
to the membership. In primary cooperatives members have equal voting
rights (one member, one vote) and cooperatives at other levels are organized
in a democratic manner.
3rd Principle: Member
Economic Participation
Members contribute equitably to,
and democratically control, the capital
of their co-operative. At least part of

that capital is usually the common
property of the co-operative. They
usually receive limited compensation,
if any, on capital subscribed as a
condition of membership. Members
allocate any surpluses of the co-op.
4th Principle: Autonomy and
Independence
Co-operatives are autonomous,
self-help organizations controlled
by their members. If they enter into
agreements with other organizations,
including governments, or raise capital
from external sources, they do so on
terms that ensure democratic control
by their members and maintain their
co-operative autonomy.
5th Principle: Education,
Training and Information
Co-operatives provide education
and training for their members,

elected representatives, managers,
and employees so they can contribute
effectively to the development of their
co-operatives. They inform the general
public – particularly young people and
opinion leaders – about the nature and
benefits of co-operation.
6th Principle: Co-operation
Among Co-operatives
Co-operatives serve their members
most effectively and strengthen the
co-operative movement by working
together through local, national,
regional, and international structures.
7th Principle: Concern for
Community
While focusing on member needs,
co-operatives work for the sustainable
development of their communities
through policies accepted by their
members.

The seven co-operative principles
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A New Economy film screens in Nelson for Co-op Week
submitted
An energized group of Nelson
co-operatives is preparing to host
the Kootenay premiere of a new
documentary film. A New Economy
highlights the demand for changing
traditional economic practices for
the good of both humanity and the
environment. The film screens on
Thursday, October 20 as part of Co-op
Week.
The film, A New Economy, explores
what might happen if working together
for the common good were to become
the most common business model. It
follows several organizations that strive
to build a more co-operative future. By
putting humanity before the bottom
line, they are carving a new place in an

economy presently dominated by profits
and big business.
The screening is being organized
by a group of dedicated Nelson cooperators, including representatives
from the Upper Columbia Co-op
Council, Nelson & District Credit
Union, Kootenay Co-op Radio and the
Kootenay Co-op.
“People are looking for alternatives
to traditional business models,” says Zoë
Creighton, coordinator of the Upper
Columbia Co-op Council. “They want
to see enterprises that are sustainable,
democratic, socially conscious and
rooted in their communities. They want
businesses that put people first and are
guided by values and principles, not
just profits. And they want businesses

submitted by Co-operatives and
Mutuals Canada
Co-op Week is the opportunity
for Canadian co-operative and credit
union members to celebrate the fact
that they have collectively helped
to build this country. Co-op Week
is recognition of their continuing
contributions at home and abroad.
Co-op Week is always celebrated
during the same week as International
Credit Union Day, which is the third
Thursday in October each year.
The theme of Co-op Week is
Our Co-op Advantages, and Cooperatives and Mutuals Canada
wants to ask people to share their
views on why you choose to do
business co-operatively with friends
and family. If your co-operative
holds an event each year, please
share event photos with us on
Facebook and show your co-op
pride this October.

Objectives of Co-op Week
Explain the various benefits
of the co-operative and mutualist
business model for creating a
sustainable economy;
Celebrate the significant
contributions of co-operatives and
mutuals in their communities across
Canada;
Promote the relevance of the
co-operative model, its mission as a
local and sustainable development
tool as well the values and principles
that guide it;
Explore inter-cooperation
through co-operation among cooperatives (principle 6). This could
mean co-ops celebrating together
during Co-op Week!
• Developing a better
understanding of the advantages
of co-operation among officers,
employees, members of the
movement and the general public.

PRESENTED BY

Co-op Week: Our co-operative advantages

Friendly. Healthy. Community Owned

Socialize @ 6:30 pm
Movie @ 7:00 pm
Socialize @ 8:30 pm
Done @ 9:00 pm

Help celebrate Co-op Week with this Kootenay Premiere
on International Credit Union Day
Thursday, October 20, 2016
The Front Room
901 Front Street, Nelson, BC

Please bring
a cash or
non-perishable
donation in
support of

What if working together for the good of all was the most common business model?

Watch, as several organizations strive towards building a more co-operative future.
By putting humanity before the bottom line, they are finding their place in
an economy previously dominated by profits and big business.

that contribute to creating better
communities, a better Canada and a
better world. In short, they want a better
way to do business!”
A New Economy is focused on
the new economy movement, and
the hundreds of global innovations
being funded and developed through
unconventional models by the many

people working toward a new economy,
including co-operatives and credit
unions.
Come see A New Economy on
Thursday, October 20 from 6:30 pm to
9 pm (movie starts at 7 pm) at the Front
Room, 901 Front Street, Nelson. This
82-minute film highlights the demand
for the restructuring of traditional
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economic practices. Space is limited
to 80 seats. Please bring a cash or nonperishable donation in support of the
Nelson Food Cupboard.
Co-op Week will take place
from October 16 to 22, 2016, with
International Credit Union Day on
October 20. This year’s theme for Co-op
Week is Our Co-op Advantage.
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Nakusp & District Chamber of Commerce hosts Business after Business October 20
by Jan McMurray
The Nakusp & District Chamber
of Commerce is celebrating Small
Business Week with a Business after
Business meeting at Shon’s Bike &
Ski, 409 Broadway, on Thursday,
October 20 at 7 pm. Members and
prospective members are welcome
to attend.
There will be light refreshments
and an opportunity to network and
socialize after a presentation by Meagan
Noel from Junior Achievement BC.
Junior Achievement BC is the
world’s largest non-governmental
organization dedicated to educating
young people about business. They
partner with educators, donors and
volunteers to bring their programs
into classrooms. Junior Achievement
programs focus on financial literacy,

work readiness and entrepreneurship.
In 2015-16, Junior Achievement BC
delivered 1,395 programs to nearly
38,000 students – a new record for
the organization in its 61 years of
operation. Meagan Noel, speaker at
the Nakusp event, is from Revelstoke.
Another upcoming event the
Nakusp & District Chamber is
involved in is a business social at the
Old Fire Hall on Friday, October 28.
The Chamber is collaborating with
Work BC and Community Futures to
hold the event during the Old Fire Hall
Collective’s weekly ‘Fringe Friday.’
The Mushroom Harvest Street
Festival held Sunday, October 16
was also a Chamber event. Chamber
President Susan Kostuch said the
event was a fundraiser as well as
an opportunity to promote local

Small Business Week is a national celebration of
Canadian entrepreneurs and their contribution
to Canada’s economy. John Horgan, Official
Opposition Leader, and Katrine Conroy, MLA for
Kootenay West, are proud to support all small
business owners and workers.
			Katrine Conroy, MLA
			Kootenay West
			2-1006 3rd St.
			
Castlegar, BC V1N 3X6
			250-304-2783
			1-888-755-0556
			Katrine.conroy.mla@leg.bc.ca
			www.katrineconroy.ca

businesses. This was a fall harvest
market with entertainment, cooking
demos, and courses on mushrooms by
Tyson Elder, mushroom expert from
the Slocan Valley. Chamber VicePresident Barbara Ross was the main
organizer.
Every year, the Nakusp & District
Chamber organizes the Nakusp Canada
Day Celebration and the Celebration of
Light Christmas event.
Apart from organizing events,

the Nakusp Chamber has many other
projects on the go. The Chamber’s
main project is the Visitor Information
Centre, which is operated year round.
This year, the Nakusp Chamber
set up a mini Visitor Centre tent at the
Nakusp Medieval Days event. The tent
was purchased in partnership with the
Slocan District Chamber and the Kaslo
& Area Chamber as part of the West
Koot Route tourism initiative. The
West Koot Route tent was also set up

at the Kaslo Jazz Festival market and
the Hills Garlic Festival.
The Chamber has been
participating in the CBT-led ‘Common
Agenda’ process throughout the year
and the Destination Development
process led by Destination BC, the
provincial tourism organization.
To contact the Chamber, visit
nakusparrowlakes.com, email
nakusp@telus.net or call 250-2654234 or 1-800-909-8819.

submitted
The Kaslo and Area Chamber
of Commerce would like to join in
the celebration of Small Business
Month with a few of the highlights
the Chamber board is working on and
towards.
Our Chamber board and
administrator are very excited to
announce that we will be providing a
new Chamber website to our Kaslo and
Area Chamber membership, hopefully
by the end of October 2016. This new
and unique database management
website from ‘Wild Apricot’ will help
streamline Chamber administrative
duties and make it easier to contact,
inform and manage our membership,
events, and activities.
Choose Local is again promoting
the ‘Great Gift Giveaway’ in Kaslo
and Area in 2016! The Kaslo and Area
Chamber of Commerce is supporting
Small Business Month by promoting
this campaign. The ‘Choose Local’
committee, a committee of several

small businesses in Kaslo and Area
have joined together to initiate this very
popular campaign, which was started
last year during the Christmas shopping
season. The Choose Local committee
is actively seeking new committee
members to bring renewed energy and
fresh ideas to this important campaign.
Please contact the Kaslo and Area
Chamber if you are interested.
The underlying message of this
‘Choose Local’ campaign is clear:
When patrons choose to purchase
goods and services from locally owned
businesses, a portion of the tax revenue
stays in our area, which strengthens
our local economy. Small businesses
are of vital importance to the economic
development process of Kaslo and Area.
Let us, the residents of our communities,
continue to support our neighbourhood
businesses and allow the ‘Choose Local’
theme to resonate in our community
throughout the year.
Everyone loves the idea of wine
and cheese. After the workday is done,

why not relax and get together with
friends and associates? The Kaslo and
Area Chamber board wants to promote
Lunch & Learn Sessions and Business
after Business Get-Togethers and is
looking to our membership for ideas
and suggestions on how to keep the
membership interested and engaged
with community and business affairs.
The Kaslo and Area Chamber of
Commerce continues to try and engage
our community, the businesses and
organizations through promotion and
collaboration! Our Chamber board has
developed a ‘Locals can do It’ database,
where, cooperatively working with
the ‘Choose Local’ campaign, we can
encourage our community to shop local
not only for goods, but for services, too!
The new Chamber website will promote
our local services and trades. We want
our community members to earnestly
and sincerely choose local for all their
needs because it’s important to our
community well being and to our local
economy, too!

Kaslo & Area Chamber of Commerce

Unemployed?
Want to start a
business?
We can help.

Community Futures offers support to Central Kootenay
residents who want to become small business owners
through our Self Employment Program. The program
has helped more than 1,600 small and home based
businesses start up and run successfully in our region.
To learn more about the program call:

250.352.1933 x100 Nelson
250.265.3674 x201 Nakusp
or visit futures.bc.ca

Self Employment
Program Graduates
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Edgewood ribbon company supplies the country
by Katrine Campbell
With a lot of hard work and a little
help from Columbia Basin Trust, a
company housed in an Edgewood barn
is set to become one of only two ribbon
print shops in BC after buying out a
competitor in Vernon.
Okanagan Ribbons is a major
supplier for the event and award ribbons
and recognition industry in Western
Canada, producing custom printed
ribbons and buttons. The business,
owned by Lynda McNutt and Pamela
Isaacson, is located in a converted barn
on McNutt’s property.
The two bought out previous owner
Marcel Blanchette; both had worked
there and a year ago took the plunge
when Blanchette decided to sell. In
August, with funding from CBT, they
bought DiKor Ribbons in Vernon and
merged the operations.
Okanagan Ribbons has seven
employees in addition to McNutt and
Isaacson. They work part-time, on an
as-needed basis, “but things are so busy
right now, some are working five days
most weeks,” the owners say.
The business produces a range of
ribbons for every occasion including
pet shows, equestrian events, academic
and school achievements, parades,
exhibitions, fairs, corporate sponsors,
community organizations and every type
of sport event. It offers custom design for
ribbons and buttons, logos, continuous
roll ribbon, neck ribbons and sashes. It is
also a major supplier to the retail award
and recognition trade in Western Canada,
supplying many trophy and engraving
stores as well as other retail outlets.
“Each and every ribbon we produce
is a recognition of achievement and
therefore must be of the finest quality.
We deliver the highest standards of

quality and service in our industry,”
says the company website (http://www.
ribbonsonline.net). Okanagan Ribbons
“is proud to be a thriving rural Canadian
enterprise and supports small business
initiatives in rural settings.”
“The business helps the economy in
the valley,” adds McNutt.
The company is located in a former
barn/garage on her property, which
was expanded to about 1,000 square
feet to accommodate the ribbon shop,
and a shipping container was added for
storage.
The addition of DiKor’s equipment
and customer list has meant an increase
in business but since it’s been less
than two months, the owners say they
don’t know by how much. They had
been shipping all over Canada, but this
summer they also shipped to the US and
to Kuwait.
“If orders come in we’re prepared to
meet them,” says Isaacson.
The shop’s equipment includes
machines for hot foil stamping, sewing,
button stamping, eyeletting (tiny holes
and grommets) and fishtailing (cutting a
‘fishtail’ at the end of a ribbon). Much of
it is old, but a local handyman maintains
and keeps it in good running order.

Okanagan Ribbons customers
range from schools throughout BC to
provincial and Canadian championships.
DiKor had contracts with the Calgary
Stampede and the Interior Provincial
Exhibition “so we’re assuming we’ll get
those orders.” Some of the customers
order thousands of ribbons; other orders
are smaller.
“We’ve been doing a lot of custom
orders, things that are not what we
typically do, for example a medal ribbon
to go on wine bottles.”
Their strangest request was for teddy
bear sashes: “We had to get a teddy bear
to figure out how to build them and how
to print on them.”
Their motto has been “if we have
the equipment and material we’ll attempt
to put together whatever you might
request.”
McNutt and Isaacson hope to hold
an open house, perhaps in December,
“so folks can come in and see how
ribbons are made. Some people in the
community don’t even know we exist.”
To contact Okanagan Ribbons,
call 250-269-7173 or 1-888-545-7647,
or email okanaganribbons@gmail.
com. Check out their website at www.
ribbonsonline.net.

Lynda McNutt is co-owner of Okanagan Ribbons in Edgewood.

Small business is the
backbone of our local
economy. Thank you to
all our small business
people for your hard
work and communitymindedness

Box Lake Lumber
Products, Ltd.
1325 Wilson Lake Road
Nakusp, BC
Phone: (250) 265-4767
Fax: (250) 265-4347
www.boxlakelumber.com

Thanks from the Nakusp &
District Chamber of Commerce
We’d like to thank our volunteer board
members (below), and our Chamber Member
businesses, and our dedicated staff for all
their support and hard work.

Barbara & Alan
Kelly Roberts, Owner/Broker

5470 Hwy 6, Burton • 250-265-7044
info@BurtonCityCider.ca
BurtonCityCider.ca

Ph: 250-265-3635
email: nakusp@royallepage.ca
www.selkirkrealty.com

Janis and Shon

409 Broadway St
Nakusp, BC
250-265-3332
Left to right: Shirley Kosiancic, Barbara Ross, Aidan McLaren-Caux, Cedra Eichenauer, Susan Kostuch
Absent: Jennifer Cross, Deb Guest, Joanne Cowan

Did you know that the Nakusp Visitor Centre is run by the Chamber? And that
every year the Nakusp Chamber puts on our Canada Day Celebrations and our
Celebration of Light and Parade in December? In addition here are some more
projects we have been involved with this year:
West Koot Route
Mushroom Harvest Street Festival
Bursary for NSS student
Imagine Kootenay
Open House for Chamber week (February)
Economic Development Building Blocks Workshop, Silverton
Common Agenda Network
Destination Development with Destination BC

Dagmar & Karl

Todd and Val
416 Broadway Nakusp
265-3644

Marvin

Without our volunteer board members none of this would be possible, but our numbers
are dwindling. Would you be interested in lending a hand? Even if you just attend the
monthly board meetings your support would be invaluable. If you are interested in
joining the board or learning more about it, please contact Cedra at 250-265-4234.
Cheers to small business week and another prosperous year of business in Nakusp!
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Slocan Valley Economic Development Commission news
submitted
The Slocan Valley Economic
Development Commission (SVEDC)
is made up of 12 of your friends and
neighbours, who sit as volunteers to
find ways to encourage economic
development throughout the valley.
There are four elected officials and
eight community members representing
Slocan, Silverton, New Denver and rural
Area H.
One of the projects undertaken by
the SVEDC, in partnership with the
Slocan District Chamber of Commerce,
was a Business Retention and Expansion
survey. The results of the survey have
helped us to choose topics for a series of
six Lunch & Learn sessions, each held
in three Valley locations. The Lunch &
Learns covered topics such as Workplace
Training, Wage Subsidy Programs and
Legal Basics for Business Owners.
Continuing this series, a half-day Brunch
& Learn focusing on business succession
planning will be held at Lemon Creek
Lodge to help business owners plan for
the future of their business. In 2014, the
Commission was nominated to allocate
almost $300,000 of CBT Community
Directed Funds. After a thorough
consultation process, four projects were
selected by the Commission that will
have valley-wide impact:
The Healthy Community Society
of the North Slocan Valley’s North
Valley Food Hub, including a yearround dinner restaurant serving food
grown in the region, a fully equipped
commercial kitchen that will be available
in future to local people interested in
producing value-added food products,
and a business incubation space with
educational and business workshops
offered in coordination with the West
Kootenay Permaculture Co-op;

West Kootenay Permaculture Coop Association’s development of a
Community Food Centre and a central
hub for the rural farming region of the
Slocan Valley by creating a space to
engage community, entrepreneurial
development and the sharing, preparing,
preserving and enjoying of nutrientdense food;
Slocan Seniors Housing Society’s

project to develop independent,
affordable, appropriate, adequate and
accessible housing options for seniors,
allowing more of our residents to “age
in place” safely and comfortably;
WE Graham Community Service
Society’s Youth and Community Bus,
providing transportation for youth and
for community groups to participate
in activities they otherwise would not

have access to because of transportation
challenges in our rural area.
Another project delivered by the
Economic Development Commission is
a free website service, www.slocanvalley.
com to provide information for people
within the Slocan Valley as well as
those from afar. It includes a free, usermaintained business and organization
directory. Your business or organization,

whether it has its own website or not,
can be listed on the website and updated
whenever you require. There are also
event listings, to promote local public
events.
The Commission holds a minimum
of four meetings a year which are open
to the public. Questions or comments
can be sent to the SVEDC through the
website, www.slocanvalley.com.

submitted by OpenMedia
A recent report reveals that
Canadians wanting a better deal on their
internet should check out the offerings
of smaller, independent providers.
The report by OpenMedia concluded
that independent or regional providers
offer a significantly better deal to
consumers when it comes to data caps
and overage charges, issues currently
being examined by the Canadian Radiotelevision and Telecommunications
Commission (CRTC).
The report found that large
incumbent telecom companies charge
an average of three times more in
data overage fees than their smaller
competitors. It also found that residents
of Canada’s north face much lower
data caps and steeper overage charges
than other Canadians. Today’s report
is a follow-up to one published by
OpenMedia in June that revealed
Canadians are getting a raw deal on data
caps and overage charges when it comes
to wireless internet.
“For Big Telecom customers, meanspirited data caps, high prices, and
extortionate overage fees all come as part
of the package,” said Katy Anderson,
OpenMedia’s digital rights specialist.
“As our report shows, Canadians
looking for a better deal would be

wise to check out what their local indie
providers have to offer. These findings
underline the positive impact that indie
providers can have when allowed to
compete fairly on a level playing field.”
Anderson continued: “The big
telcos like to claim that data caps and
overage fees are somehow essential,
but today’s report shows that’s just
not true. If small providers can offer
unlimited Internet at an affordable price,
then large telcos can do the same. Data
caps are just an artificial way to depress
demand, disincentivizing much-needed
infrastructure investment. In most
industrialized nations, data caps on
wireline Internet are simply unheard of.
Our report underscores the need for the
CRTC to step up and provide Canadians
with relief.”
Key findings from the report
include:
• A survey of residential internet
data caps reveals that independent and
regional providers have less restrictive
data caps and more regions offering
unlimited data than their incumbent
national competitors.
• The penalties for exceeding your
data cap, known as overage charges, are
significantly less expensive on average
with independent ISPs. The average
overage fee for independent providers

examined was $0.70/GB, compared to
an average of approximately $2.20/GB
across several incumbents – a difference
of more than three times.
• For connections of the same speed,
independent providers offer, on average,
a more generous data allowance. For
example, Bell’s data allowance for a 15
Mbps speed connection in Quebec is just
60GB. Indie ISPs operating in Quebec
offer a more generous 150GB allowance
on a 15 Mbps connection.
• Canada’s north – Nunavut, Yukon,
Northwest Territories, and some areas of
the provinces – is significantly lacking in
connectivity. In Nunavut, for example,
a recent Canadian Internet Registration
Authority report revealed that fewer than
one in three communities have internet
access. And, where access is available,
consumers across the north face overage
fees of up to $25/GB, and data caps far
smaller than those available in the rest
of Canada.
• In essence, data caps are a punitive
practice designed to gouge customers for
more money, and are not the regulatory
tools that large incumbent ISPs claim.
When compared with the offerings from
regional and independent providers, Big
Telecom’s excuses for the existence of
restrictive data caps are unsubstantiated.
The CRTC’s ongoing consultation

is examining the issue of data caps and
the associated practice of ‘zero-rating,’
where telcos strike deals to make certain
apps data free but not others, while
using low data caps to force customers
into these ‘preferred’ services. A thread
the CRTC created on Reddit as part of
its consultation has seen over 1,200
comments, a large portion of which
focused on data caps.
Canada’s big telecom providers
are deeply divided on the issue of zerorating, with Bell and Telus in favour, and
Rogers siding with consumer advocates
who argue it stifles innovation and
choice. US giants including T-Mobile
and Netflix have also expressed
opposition to zero-rating. OpenMedia
recently submitted over 5,500 unique
comments to the CRTC’s consultation,
alongside a 50-page policy submission
reflecting internet users’ priorities.
Over 42,000 Canadians have
participated in OpenMedia’s End
Data Caps campaign. Canadians are
continuing to call for action on data
caps at https://act.openmedia.org/
datacaps/comment. OpenMedia works
to keep the internet open, affordable, and
surveillance-free. We create communitydriven campaigns to engage, educate,
and empower people to safeguard the
Internet.

You’re better off with an indie internet service provider

Laticia Chapman, Victoria, Ben and Ophelia
Carson, Nate Stillwell, Reuben Crookbain

Glen & Susan

Wizzard
Custom
Exhaust

Lance and Maureen

3019 Slocan Valley Rd. E.
Slocan Park, BC V0G 2E0
250 226-6876

250-226-6833

contactwizzardcustomexhaust@gmail.com
5186 Oma Road
3 km South of Winlaw, off Hwy 6

Gaia Tree Whole Foods
Community Market

The Biggest Little Store in the West Kootenay
ALL ORGANIC PRODUCE

Brian
778-454-CUTS(2887)

250-359-6990
South Slocan

legendarymeats@gmail.com
legendarymeats.ca

2775 Unit N Popoff Drive, South Slocan

(lots of local .. in season)
ORGANIC BULK FOOD AND SPICES
Organic/Natural groceries • dairy, cheeses
and alternatives • personal care and vitamins

9-6:30 Mon-Sat • Sunday 10-4
Downtown Winlaw 226-7255

Celebrating 10 years as your local
community whole foods store!

Colleen

Pat & Peggy

Mountain
Valley Station

botanical dispensary, healing
suites & teaching centre

cedar creek gardens hwy 6
250.226.7744
emeryherbals.com

359-2298

Gas/Diesel/Propane/Store/ATM
355-2245 • Slocan, BC

Bruce

Westside
Small Engines
Passmore, BC
250-226-7145

Mathew, Joel & Vince DeVito
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Kaslo Clubhouse Restaurant to remain open year-round
by Jan McMurray
Chef Gordon Kleef has been
running the Kaslo Clubhouse
Restaurant at the Kaslo golf course
since the spring, and he intends to
keep the restaurant open year-round.
“I really enjoyed the summer
here and am looking forward to
continuing over the winter,” he said.

Some very special meals are on
offer this winter – a prime rib dinner
on Friday nights, an ethnic dish on
Saturday nights, and a Sunday brunch
buffet.
Chef Kleef almost always has
specials for the lunch crowd, as well.
“The parmesan and leek tarte has
been very popular,” he says. Soup

and half a sandwich, a pasta dish, and
butter chicken are other examples of
his lunchtime specials.
“I’m learning about Kaslo and
what will work here,” he says. “I’m
constantly thinking of new things
to try.”
Chef Kleef heard about the
opportunity to lease the Kaslo
Clubhouse Restaurant through a
friend. When he saw the beautiful
timber frame building with
spectacular views, he was sold.
“This is the best venue you could
imagine,” he says.
In the industry for his entire adult
life, Chef Kleef started out at the Four
Seasons Hotel in Vancouver, and then
worked at a French restaurant with
a gold medal chef. “I learned pretty
much everything by watching him
and asking questions,” recalls Kleef.
After working in restaurants in
Vancouver for several years, Chef
Kleef wanted to run his own place.

He moved to Nelson and opened
Baci’s in 2001, then Café Kas from
2003 to 2009.
“I love the creativity and the
freedom that comes with having my
own restaurant,” he says. “Using
the knowledge I’ve gained over the
years, I love to take classic recipes
and bring them back to life in this
day.”
With Christmas party season
coming on, Chef Kleef encourages
people to give him a call. He’s
known to put on an amazing spread
for crowds. He is also available for
off-site catering.

Chef Kleef can accommodate
special dietary needs; he appreciates
a call ahead.
The Kaslo Clubhouse Restaurant
winter hours are Thursday through
Sunday: Thursday and Friday from
11 am to 8 pm, Saturday from 3 pm
to 8 pm and Sunday from 10 am to 4
pm. Reservations are recommended.
353-2662.

5 am - 9 pm
weekdays
6 am - 9 pm
Sat. & Sun.

The KBS Crew

KASLO BUILDING
SUPPLIES

250-353-2205
Downtown
Kaslo

6521 Hwy 31. Kaslo
Phone: 250-353-7628
Fax: 250-353-7740
www.kaslobuilding.com

Celebrating 30 Years in Business!

We would like to thank
our customers for your
continued patronage.
You make Kaslo’s
Front street the place
to be. Thank you for
shopping locally.
Fridays – Seniors Day
save 10%
Leona, Russ & staff

Chef Gordon Kleef stands in front of the well-appointed bar at the Kaslo Clubhouse Restaurant.

Ruth and Tom

Hana, Pauli, Peter and
Slava

Crystal and Dave

STIHL DEALER &
AUTO REPAIR
6336 Hwy 31, Kaslo
kaslotruck@netidea.com

Kaslo Clothes
Hanger
Affordable Luxury
Downtown Kaslo

Since 1986

408 Front St, Kaslo • 250-353-2566

422 Front St Kaslo • BC
250-353-2594

THE CLUBHOUSE RESTAURANT
at the Kaslo Golf Course

402 Front Street
Kaslo
250-353-9667

Open year-round!
Winter Hours – Thurs & Fri: 11-8 Sat: 3-8 Sun: 10-4

Specials

Friday nights: Prime Rib dinner $26.95
Serving Certified Organic Black Angus Roast
Saturday nights: Ethnic night Sunday: Brunch 10-2:30

Tom

441 Front Street • Kaslo
250-353-2054
tcmbs@telus.net
Kaslo, BC • 250-353-2257
willowhomegallery.com

Chef Gordon Kleef, formerly of Café Kas in Nelson
Book your Christmas party now!
Spectacular venue for special events
Reservations recommended • 250-353-2262
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Slocan District Chamber of Commerce working to help the valley thrive
submitted
“The Slocan District Chamber of
Commerce strives for a vibrant, diverse
and healthy economy that respects the
environment and community values of
the Slocan district.”

Steve

SILVERTON
BUILDING SUPPLIES
216 Lake Avenue, Silverton
Phone: 358-2293
Toll-free: 1-800-332-0588
sbs@silvertonbuilding.ca

This is the mission statement that
guides the work of the Slocan District
Chamber.
“We encourage all businesses and
organizations in the valley to become
members,” says Chamber president
Jan McMurray. “There are several
benefits to being a member, plus you
support our work to help the Slocan
Valley thrive.”
Slocan District Chamber
memberships are very reasonable:
$60 a year for businesses and $35 a
year for non-profits and individuals.
The membership fee includes a free
listing on the Chamber’s website
(www.slocanlake.com), free rack
space for your brochure at the Visitor
Information Centre in New Denver,
access to the Chamber of Commerce
Group Insurance Plan, and a chance to
participate in the Chamber’s projects.
The Chamber’s projects include
operating the Visitor Information
Centre in New Denver, working on

Kathy

522 Lake Avenue • Silverton

250-358-2360
mail@siltrans.ca

Wren, Robin and Jason

William
Hunter
Cabins

Yarns • Quilting Fabric • Notions
304 6th Ave. • New Denver
Open Wed-Sat 10:30 - 4:30 • 250-551-6509

the West Koot Route regional tourism
initiative in alliance with the Nakusp &
District and Kaslo & Area Chambers,
and partnering with the Slocan Valley
Economic Development Commission
on a Business Retention & Expansion
project.

In the past year, the Chamber has
struck a Health Committee to help
maintain and improve health services
in the valley.
Annual events sponsored by the
Chamber include the Air Band Contest
in April, the May Days Pancake

Breakfast at the New Denver May
Days Celebration, and Merchants’
Night, a late night shopping event in
New Denver in December.
Contact the Chamber for more
information: chamber@slocanlake.
com.

submitted
The West Koot Route tourism
initiative is in its third year, and is
moving forward with a marketing
campaign for the Arrow Lakes, Slocan,
and North Kootenay Lake Valleys.
The initiative is a project of the
West Koot Route Tourism Alliance,
a partnership between the Nakusp &
District, Slocan District, and Kaslo &
Area Chambers of Commerce.
In the first year of the initiative, a
branding project resulted in the name,
logo, and brand positioning statement.

In the second year, a business plan
and a marketing plan were completed.
This year marks the first phase of
implementation of the marketing plan.
The West Koot Route Tourism
Alliance was successful in obtaining
more than $30,000 in grant funding
this year to produce a printed Visitor
Guide for the area, upgrade the website
(westkootroute.ca), establish a photo
library, and launch a social media and
print ad campaign. These projects will
be completed in time for the 2017
season, with a focus on the fall shoulder

season.
After a Call for Expressions of
Interest process, the alliance hired
Dan Trobak of Kaslo to manage
the project. Dan is an accomplished
graphic designer and web developer
whose focus has been on helping small
businesses in small towns. He has
been working to help promote local
Kootenay businesses and organizations
for over 10 years.
Stay tuned for updates as the project
unfolds. For more information, contact
mcmurrayjan@gmail.com.

submitted
One in five small businesses in
Canada will suffer a financial hit from
some form of fraud, and the average
small business will spend $6,200
fighting fraud. This is why, at the
Canadian Federation of Independent
Businesses (CFIB), we put a lot of
effort, focus and attention on helping our
members fight fraud in their businesses.
CFIB has teamed up with Chase
Paymentech and Visa to bring you a free
webinar to help you prevent and fight
fraud in your place of business.
You’ll learn:
Small business security basics
How to protect customer data
Red flags to watch out for
PCI Data Security Standards
What to do if you get scammed

There will be a 15 minute Q&A at
the end of the presentation. You bring
the Qs. We’ll provide the As!
This webinar is free but space is

limited. Please sign up for your preferred
date, either October 25 or October 27
at 10 am, through the website: www.
cfib-fcei.ca

submitted
A significant expansion in Canada
Pension Plan benefits is now one step
closer to becoming a reality after BC
ended its holdout status and formally
signed on to the agreement reached at a
First Ministers’ meeting in July, says the
BC Federation of Labour.
“Improving CPP benefits and
retirement security for millions of
Canadians is the most important
expansion of a social program in Canada
for decades,” says BC Fed president
Irene Lanzinger. “So it’s good news that
the federal government can now proceed

with the concrete legislation needed to
get the ball rolling for implementation
starting in 2019. Pension reform is a
priority issue for all working people
in Canada. And it’s gratifying that the
efforts of the Canadian Labour Congress
and member unions to expand the CPP
will make retirement life better for so
many Canadians.”
Under the agreement reached by
Prime Minister Trudeau and provincial
premiers, CPP premiums paid by
employers and employees will increase
marginally while maximum pension
benefits payable will rise by $6,000.

West Koot Route marketing campaign underway

CFIB offers webinars on fraud prevention

Harry & Cecilia

Chris

Nikta

CHRIS WARREN

WETT CERTIFIED
WOOD ENERGY TECHNICIAN
SWEEP, INSTALLER & INSPECTOR

303 Lake Ave. Silverton, BC

e-mail : info@williamhuntercabins.ca

phone : 250.358.2647

with Organic Espresso Bar
New Denver’s Main Street

Your best
insurance is
an insurance
broker.

Email: newdenver@rhcinsurance.com

Travis

Glacier
View
Service

Shay and Doug invite you
to gas up at the corner of
Highways 6 and 31A
518 - 6th Avenue • New Denver • 250-358-2270

Dan & Jan

Call us today at 250 358 7276

Janice & the staff

401-6th Avenue, New Denver
Phone: (250) 358-2617
Fax: (250) 358-2524

BC ends holdout status, CPP expansion one step closer

•

New Denver • 250-358-2445

Rob
Wilds of
Canada Cycle
Main Street
New Denver
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Slocan council: Paving in Slocan probably won’t happen as planned

by Barbara Curry Mulcahy
• At the Committee of the
Whole meeting on September 19,
the YRB’s offer of free paving
in the village was discussed. In
attendance were Tennessee Trent,
Ministry of Forests, Lands, &
Natural Resource Operations,
Parks & Rec Division and Slocan
Valley Rail Trail Society board
members Craig Lawrence, Helene
Dostaler, and Charlie Mack.
Council and attendees agreed that
it would be good to pave from
the south end of Main Street to
and around the boat launch, but
that the area around the gazebo
should be left for potential park or
greenspace. Council also approved
paving the lower RV Park lot and
entrance if enough paving material
is available.
Unfortunately, at the October
11 council meeting, Mayor
Lunn reported that the materials
YRB was planning to donate to
the Village “may not be usable,
so likely paving won’t happen.
Hopefully they will think of us
again if future opportunity arises.”
Council directed staff to contact the
Ministry of Transportation about
their local paving, and to inquire
about potential costs for paving in
Slocan.
• In her mayor’s report, Jessica
Lunn said the Village’s presentation
about the Owl Walk at UBCM went

well, as did meetings with Steve
Thomson, Minister of Forests, Lands
and Natural Resource Operations,
and Rich Coleman, Minister of
Natural Gas Development and
Minister Responsible for Housing
and Deputy Premier. She also
thanked Hike and Bike for Seniors
Housing participants and the Slocan
Valley Seniors Housing Society for
organizing its Seniors’ Housing
fundraiser. Lunn praised the Press
Fest initiative, which resulted
in 10,000 litres of apple juice.
Organized by the West Kootenay
Permaculture Coop and WEGCSS,
the event raised money for the
Kootenay Food Centre that will be
located in Slocan.
The RDCK has approved
Community Development grants
for cemetery mapping and
improvements to local signage.
• CAO Gordon reported that she
had submitted an application to the
CBT Environmental Grant Program
for $22,675. The funds would go
towards the costs of installing 15
bear-proof bins in the village. Tim
Hill, Public Works supervisor,
reported that bags of household
waste have been deposited in or
beside non-bear-proof garbage cans
in public areas of the Village and
Public Works staff has had to clean
up garbage regularly. A ‘Bear Aware’
campaign will also be launched in
the village.

submitted
The Province has invested
$1.845 million in Selkirk College for
skills training in high- priority trades
seats at the college’s Silver King
campus in Nelson. The investment,
through the Industry Training
Authority (ITA), will fund 458
seats through to March 31, 2017, in
various trades, including electrician,
carpenter, cook, joiner and welder.
The funding is part of the
ITA’s annual allocation to BC
post-secondary institutions and
training providers to run various
training programs throughout the
province. The government has
worked in partnership with the ITA
to begin building a demand-driven
trades training system with funding
assigned to specific in-demand
trades.
The provincial government
invests more than $94 million
annually in industry training through
the ITA. The ITA leads and coordinates British Columbia’s skilled
trades system by working with
employers, employees, industry,
labour, training providers and
government to issue credentials,
manage apprenticeships, set program
standards and increase opportunities
in the trades.
“Trades foundation programs
are the cornerstone of Selkirk
College’s yearly training plan,” said
Kate Pelletier, dean of the School
of Industry and Trades Training.
“Along with our apprenticeship
programs, they provide opportunities

for individuals in our region to train
in areas that will be in demand,
provide them with a rewarding
career and create a successful
livelihood.”
BC is expecting up to one
million job openings by 2025 due
to retirements and economic growth.
Eight of every 10 of these job
openings will require post-secondary
education or trades training.

$1.845 million for trades training
at Selkirk College

TELUS offers cheap internet
to low income families

submitted
Single-parent families across
the province on income or disability
assistance could be eligible for a new
pilot program that will offer them lowcost internet service. In the coming
weeks, approximately 18,000 singleparent families currently receiving
assistance from the province will receive
a coupon code in the mail. The code will
allow them to activate TELUS’ offer of
Internet service for $9.95 a month. This
innovative pilot program is entirely
funded by TELUS and comes at no cost
to the government or to taxpayers.
The program was set up to give
families access to opportunities such
as applying for a job, accessing online
learning, connecting with distant loved
ones, or virtually experiencing vibrant
art and music. Participants will have
access to up to 25 Mbps download
speeds and 300GB of data per month.
“Internet connectivity will ensure
these families are empowered to reach
their full potential in our increasingly
digital society,” said TELUS president
Darren Entwhistle.

• A $21,608 BC Rural Dividend
grant was approved to fund a
Regional Economic Development
Strategy in the upper Slocan Valley.
New Denver, Silverton, Slocan and
Area H will all be supported by the
project.
• Mayor and council will attend
the November 11 Remembrance
Day service at the Slocan Legion
Hall. Participants will meet at the
hall at 10:45 am, march to the
cenotaph, and then back to the
hall for the service and a light
lunch. The mayor will speak at the
service. At 4 pm, the Legion will
hold a Candelight Gathering at the
graveyard. Candles will be placed
on the graves of veterans.
• Next year, the Labour Day
Family Fun Fair will be held on
a Sunday so that “many more
vendors and exhibitors” will be
able to attend. Council approved
the Spirit of Slocan Committee’s
request for use of the Expo Park,
soccer field and concession stand/
area on September 2 for set-up and
September 3, 2017 for the event.
• Council approved a request
from Gail Morris to host the
Saturday Market at the Ball Park
and adjacent area from June 4 to
Sept 5, 2017. When the area has been
reserved for other events (such as
soccer tournaments, Unity overflow
camping, Family Fun Fair), the
Saturday Market will be held only
with the approval of the other event.
Next year, Morris proposes to have
extended Saturday Markets once a
month. Called ‘twilight markets,’
the events will run till 11 pm and
feature live music.
• An invitation from the BC

Ministry of Transportation “to
nominate people, places or events
of provincial significance” for
commemoration on Stop of Interest
signs was forwarded to the Slocan
Valley Historical Society. The
ministry wants to add up to 75 new
Stop of Interest signs throughout
BC.
• CAO Michelle Gordon
reported that the shipping container
on Harold Street which council had
requested be removed had actually
been put in place in 2010. The bylaw
forbidding shipping containers in
the Village came into effect in 2013.
That shipping container is therefore
allowed to remain. The shipping

container on Park Avenue, however,
was placed recently and must be
removed within 30 days.
• Council approved a $200
RDCK Discretionary Grant for the
WEGCSS Food Bank Christmas
Hamper Program. This is an increase
of $50 from last year’s grant. Single/
couple hampers are expected to cost
$125 and family hampers $150.
The Halloween Hoot was given a
$750 RDCK Discretionary Grant.
$234.88 remains in the fund.
• Council endorsed the RDCK
application for funding from the
Natural Disaster Mitigation Program
to undertake a flood and geo-hazard
risk assessment.

ARROW LAKES CROSS
COUNTRY SKI CLUB
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING &
REGULAR MEETING
THURSDAY - OCTOBER 27TH
7:00 PM AT SELKIRK COLLEGE

For further information- contact Kathy Smith @ 250-265-4950
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

COMMUNITY PHARMACY
PROMOTIONS - New Denver and Kaslo
Community Pharmacy October promotions
- 25% savings on all Lorna Vanderhaege
supplements and products in support of
Breast Cancer Awareness month. Enter to
win a $100 Lorna Vanderhaege gift basket
with every purchase.
BUDDY’S PIZZA, KASLO: Award
winning, hand-stretched artisan pizza.
250-353-2282.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

ARE YOU AN ASPIRING
ENTREPRENEUR? If so, call
Community Futures to learn about the free

AUTOMOTIVE

Business Plan workshop open to anyone!
And if you’re eligible, you may also qualify
for the Self-Employment program where
you will receive ongoing business training
and coaching and usually financial support
while you start your business. To learn more
call 265-3674 ext. 201 or email Nakusp@
fiutures.bc.ca.
WE ARE VICTIMS of our own success!
Sappho’s Bakery New Denver is for sale
so the exhausted owners can retire. Homebased business, must be moved to new
location. All equipment, formulas, contracts
and training included. $40,000. 250-3582119 or sapphos@netidea.com.
THINKING OF STARTING, buying or
expanding your own business? If so, call
Community Futures offers business loans,
counseling & training; and delivers the
Self Employment program in the Arrow
& Slocan Lakes area. For more info leave
a message at 265-3674 ext. 201 or email
Nakusp@futures.bc.ca.

CARD OF THANKS

THE SMILE CLUB thanks all who
made our Solar Event so successful at the
Fauquier Hall on October 1. Thanks to
the generous sponsors, tireless volunteers,

CLASSIFIED ADS

attendees and especially Kip Drobish of
Oso Solar. The workshop would not have
been the success it was without each and
every one of you.

COMING EVENTS

VA L H A L L A W I L D E R N E S S
PROGRAM Bottle Drive – Saturday,
November 5, 2016 from 9-12. Pick-up from
Slocan Park to to Slocan City. Call ahead for
large pick-ups @ 250-355-2212. Thank
you for your support.
THE WONDERFULLY WITTY,
LORNE ELLIOT, the master of mirth,
returns to Kaslo on Tuesday, Oct. 25,
7:30pm Langham Theatre. Advanced
tickets $22 Sunnyside Naturals, Willow
Home Boutique and $25/door.
SANDON HISTORICAL SOCIETY
AGM – Sunday, October 30 at 1 pm at the
Hidden Garden Gallery. New members
welcome! Refreshments will be served.
HALLOWEEN DANCE Saturday,
October 29 at the Legion, 502 Harold
St., Slocan. Music by RUCKUS ROCKS
starting at 9 pm. Tickets $12ea. at Mountain
Valley Station in Slocan or phone 250-3552672 to reserve. Prizes for costumes. The
Legion welcomes members & guests.

SLOCAN LAKE STEWARDSHIP
Society AGM will be November 6, 2 pm
at Knox Hall.
ST. ANTHONY’S CHRISTMAS FLEA
MARKET, Saturday, November 26, Bosun
Hall, 10 am-2 pm. Contact Bev Casley 3587771 to book your table. $25/table.
T H E B U RT O N C O M M U N I T Y
LEARNING CENTRE AGM will take
place at the Burton School, Wednesday
November 9, 2016 at 19h00. The revised
bylaws will be presented for approval.
GIRLS’ EMPOWERMENT
MOVEMENT (GEM) Program starts
October 22 in Kaslo for girls ages 10-13.
Saturdays 10am to 2pm. Art, dance, yoga,
and discussions about what’s important to
girls growing up. $30 for the series of six
sessions. Contact Raina to register: gem@
nelsonwomenscentre.com or 250-352-9949
FOOD FOR THOUGHT: Health and
Aging - The Hidden Garden Gallery
is hosting a talk on Health and Aging
presented by Donna Gibbons, our local
nurse practitioner, on Sunday October 30
at Knox Hall at 7:30. All are welcome,
admission by donation.
THE HIDDEN GARDEN GALLERY

Bikes, Skis,
Snowshoes
Sales and
Maintenance
Call Shon
250-265-3332
shonsbs@gmail.com
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AGM will be held on Sunday, November
20 at 2 pm at the Gallery, 803 Kildare St,
New Denver. Everyone is welcome.
DEAD CROW: PROLOGUE - Café
Langham Inspired Ideas presents poet/
author, Sean Arthur Joyce and composer/
guitarist Noel Fudge on Thursday,
November 3 at 7pm at the Langham
Theatre, Kaslo. A cross between the Haida
Raven Creator-Trickster and the Celtic
Morrigan crow goddess, Dead Crow is a
demigod changeling with a bad attitude, in
full masked costume. A live performance
with original songs and poems from the
collection, The Price of Transcendence.
$10 Donation at door. www.thelangham.ca
SILVERTON CHRISTMAS MARKET
- 10-4 Saturday, December 3, Silverton
Memorial Hall. Exciting crafts, piano music
by local musicians, raffles, yummy treats.
Come out, mingle and support our talented
craftspeople. Vendors call 358-2475.
ON SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 6, from 1 to
2pm at the Slocan Community Library, meet
Donna Macdonald, author of Surviving City
Hall (2016), stories and reflections from
local government, told with humour and
humanity.

• BICYCLE

LARRY’S REPAIR

513 PARK AVE., SLOCAN
(formerly SLOCAN AUTO)

250-355-2632
We do automotive from A - Z

It’s spring, time to service your lawn
mower - Ken Hart can help
8845 Hwy 31 • Shutty Bench • 250-353-2800

ENVIRONMENT
info

Your ad
could be
here for
only $19.50
+ GST

Open 1 pm to 4:30 pm Tues. to Sat.

CLEANING

Dr. Michael Brennan • Chiropractor
Over 10 years experience
Appointments can be scheduled by contacting
his Nelson office at 250-352-5135

Dr. Brennan comes to New Denver and Nakusp every week:
Slocan Community Health Centre on Tuesday Afternoons;
Arrow Lakes Hospital on Wednesday.
Offering Chiropractic, Concussion Management, Cold Laser Therapy,
Custom Orthotics, Auto Injury Care and many more services.

www.activebalancechiro.ca
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WHAT MAKES YOUR LIFE worth
living? Wide Spot, the community
discussion and dinner, returns! New time,
same place: 4 pm Sunday, October 30, at
the Village Hearth in New Denver. Child
care provided. All welcome. No charge. For
more information, call 358-7904.

FOR RENT

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY: Selfcontained office space approximately 20’ x
25’ available at 210 Lake Ave. in Silverton,
BC. $325.00 per/month + Utilities. Call
250-358-2293.
FURNISHED HOUSE IN SILVERTON
November 1/16-June 30/17, must sign
8-month lease. One or two people only.
Recent local rental references and damage
deposit required. Must pay own utilities.
600/month. No pets or smoking. Possible
continued rental September to June 2017.
Call 250-812-2196 or email at mrscaia@
uvic.ca
CHARMING 2 BEDROOM CABIN
in New Denver. Wood and electric heat,
washer dryer. N/S, N/P. $650 plus utilities.
Available November 1. Inquiries: 778322-7108.
F O R S A L E A N D / O R R E N T.
AVAILABLE OCT 15 or NOV 1. Beautiful,
comfortable and efficient house on private 2
acres. 5 min. from Silverton. 250-231-2174
for more info.
SPACIOUS & BEAUTIFUL 2 BR
apartment for rent in Silverton, W/D, A/C,
non smoker, no pets. References required.

CLASSIFIED ADS

$750/mo. (Reduced). Office space available
$140. If rented with apartment as 3rd BR
or office $115. Both Available immediately.
Call 250-358-2167.
WANTED TO RENT - 3 bedroom
2+ bathroom modern furnished home.
Would be used 6-10 days per month
from December to end of March. Must
include appliances and utilities, hot tub
and wifi would be appreciated. References
available. Home will be maintained by
local housekeeper. Call, email or txt photos
a must.

body by reducing stress, building strength,
flexibility and balance. Upper story of the
fire hall in Silverton. Only 5 minutes from
New Denver. Open to all levels. Come
and share mindfulness and the exultation
of inner flow.
TRADITIONAL THAI MASSAGE with
Tyson - Special Intro offer: 2 hour Thai
massage for $50. Experience an ancient
physiotherapy method for body/mind
wellness. Available by appointment in the
Slocan Valley and Nelson. Tyson Bartel
250-226-6826 http://www.thaitouch.ca/

AFFORDABLE STEEL SHIPPING
CONTAINERS 20 ft. and 40 ft. sizes.
Kootenay Containers. Sales & Rentals.
Castlegar. 250-365-3014.
SNOW BLOWER, 24” two-stage
Craftsman, rarely used. 208 cc, power
propelled. $600. 250-265-4224.
TWO POWER GENERATORS – 1
Coleman Powermate, 5,000 running watts,
$300. 1 King Canada Power Force, 3,000
running watts $300. 30 hours of operating
time. Buy both for $400. 250-358-6807.
TONER CARTRIDGES – TN360/ 2120/
2125/ 2150 for use in the following laser
printers: Brother HL 2140/ 2150N/ 2170W/
MFC7320/ 7740/ 7840; Lenovo LJ2200/ 2250/
2250n/ LT822. $20 each. Call 250-358-7218.

THE LANGHAM CULTURAL SOCIETY
seeks a dynamic and innovative Executive
Director for a part-time position to begin
January 2017. The Executive Director reports
to the Board of Directors and is responsible
for the overall day-to-day management
and administration of the activities of the
Langham. The Langham is a 42 year old
not-for-profit charitable cultural arts and
heritage community organization which is
housed in a 120 year old heritage building.
The Langham is committed to offering a wide
variety of stimulating and educational arts,
culture, and heritage programs for all ages
and talents. Applications will be accepted
by electronic transmission only until 5 pm
PDT on Thursday October 20, 2016. Please
no phone calls, or inquiries of Langham
staff or board members. Visit website www.
thelangham.ca for detailed information
on the job description and where to send
applications.

FOR SALE

HEALTH

YOGA IN SILVERTON – THE INWARD
JOURNEY: Monday morning 9-10:15 and
Thursday afternoon 4-5:15. Honour your

HELP WANTED

NOTICES

ARE ALCOHOL OR DRUGS becoming a
major problem in your life? For information
on AA, NA, OA, ACOA or ALANON
meetings contact in New Denver: 358-7904
or 358-7158; Nakusp 265-4216; Kaslo 3532658; South Slocan 226-7705; Playmor
Junction 359-7310.
www.carpentercreeklastwishessociety.
ca provides information on preplanning
for death and advice for alternative funeral
arrangements. Ph: 250-358-2253.
NELSON & AREA ELDER ABUSE
PREVENTION Resource Centre: 250352-6008 preventeldRabuse@sbdemail.
com / www.nelsonelderabuseprevention.ca.
Drop-in Wednesdays 12-2 pm, 719 Vernon
Street, Nelson. Nelson and District Seniors
Coordinating Society.

PETS

PERSONALIZED DOG CARE –
WINLAW. Your dog’s home away from
home, no kennels, acres of fenced play area
and river swims. Call now to book your
dog’s vacation. 1-250-448-6553, www.
barknrollinn.com.
DOES YOUR DOG OR PUPPY frustrate
you? Would you like to have the dog of your
dreams? Would you like to confidently go
anywhere with your dog? We can help. Go
to www.proudofmydog.ca to find out how.

Personal Classifieds
start at $8.00
email:
valleyvoice@valleyvoice.ca
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SLOCAN VALLEY RECREATION

Emergency First Aid For Youth: Mon
Nov 14, 8:30-4:30pm, $105, Crescent
Valley Hall
Red-Cross Babysitting: Mon Nov 14,
9am-4pm, $52, Passmore Hall
Works of Heart-Children’s Handmade
Giftmaking: Tues’s Nov 15-Dec 6,
3-5pm, $60, Passmore Hall
Emergency First Aid with CPR-C: Sat
Nov 26, 8:30am-4:30pm. $105, Crescent
Valley Hall
Palette Knife Landscapes: Sun Nov 20,
1-4pm, $45, Crescent Valley Hall

226-0008 • WWW.RDCK.BC.CA

Next Valley Voice
Deadline:
October 28,
2016

SEWING
Yarns, Fabrics, Fibres
Open Wed-Sat 10:30 - 4:30 • 250-551-6509
sewmuchmoreyarn.com
Storefront, 304 6th Ave. • New Denver

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

CONSTRUCTION • HOME • GARDEN

HARDWOOD FLOORS
WHOLESALE
• Registered Septic System
designer and installer •
• Ready Mix Concrete •
• Lock Blocks • Drain Rock •
• Road Crush • Sand & Gravel •
• Dump Trucks • Excavator •
• Crusher • Coloured Concrete •
• Site Preparation •
Box 1001, Nakusp, BC, V0G 1R0
Ph. 265-4615 • vieirac@telus.net

Safety, Service, Satisfaction
Installation and maintenance

jim@jemsgas.com
MADDEN TIMBER CONSTRUCTION, INC.
HPO Licenced Builder & Red Seal Carpenter
TimberFrame Homes
Stairs, Interior Finishing, Drywall
Concrete and Excavation
Roofing and Siding
Custom Design
Wood and Timber Sales
dave@maddentimber.com

250 265 1807

HALL LUMBER
& BUILDING SUPPLIES
Open Mon, Tues, Wed, Fri & Sat
10 am to 5 pm
PHONE 250-269-0043
Find us at 280 Lower Inonoaklin Rd.
Edgewood, BC

K&A

Highland Creek
Contracting
• Excavating • Dump truck •
Premium garden soil • Lawn
installation • Landscaping

Call for an estimate
Pete Schwartz

250-358-2199

cell: 250-505-4347

highlandcreekcontracting@gmail.com

LARRY the LAWN GUY

• Lawn care • Fall clean-up • Pruning •
Snow removal • Yard waste removal

Call Larry “the lawn guy”
250-265-7281 • 250-358-7772

Serving Silverton to Nakusp & all points in between.

EPONA ENTERPRISES INC.
Meeting all your electrical
needs with friendly
professional service.
Call Ed Kostuch at 250-265-8091

1730 Hwy 3, Selkirk Spring Building
dan@canadiangardensupply.com

Alex Joseph
250-358-7721

CONSTRUCTION
FOUNDATIONS • ROOFING • RENOVATIONS

Specializing in Timber Framing
Cell: 250-265-8503 Home: 250-265-2278

mobile

(250) 551-TIME (8463)

BONDED Journeyman carpenter • Licenced
(Canadian) Sub-contractor • Licenced (US) Contractor.

www.manciaconstruction.ca

INTERIOR & EXTERIOR

Tyler Paynton • 250.777.3654 • silveridgeearthsnow@hotmail.com

Castlegar
250-304-2911

Electrical Contracting Ltd

Darrell A. Olsen
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR

Eric Waterfield — Septic Planning/Installation

Indoor Garden
Supplies

Wired by Alex

Kent & Arlene Yardcare Services
Free Estimates
358-2508 • 358-7785 • 505-8210
wyofonoff1@yahoo.ca

Crescent Bay
Construction Ltd.
Nakusp, BC • Ph. 250 265-3747 • Fx. 250 265-3431
• Email cresbay@telus.net

100% CANADIAN PREF. ALUM-OXIDE. ROAKMAPLE BISTRO/TAVERN 3 1/4” X 3/4” - $4.39/SF
– MILL RUN $85 Sel BETTER. NORTH PLANK.
RL. UP TO 7’ $5.49/SF PLT. – ENG IMPORT
FROM $3.99/SF PLT. CORK 50+ CHOICES
FROM $2.59 SF PLT. GLUE DOWN – BAMBOO,
SLATE FROM $3.99/SF PLT – MOST IN STOCK
AT JUAN’S 1503 HWY 3A
THRUMS (CASTLEGAR) BC
250-399-6377 Mon-Sat 8:30 am - 5 pm

• Power Trowel • Concrete Finishing
• Concrete Stamping and Acid
Staining • Forming • Tile Setting
• Cultured & Natural Stone Installation
CREATIVE MASONRY SOLUTIONS
FOR YOUR HOME AND BUSINESS

Patrick Baird

250-354-8562

elementconcrete.ca

Your ad could
be here for only
$11.00 + GST

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

Box 595 Nakusp, BC
Cell: 250-265-1342
VOG 1R0		
Phone: 250-265-4621
email: darrellolsen@nakusp.net

MEN with BROOMS
CHIMNEY SWEEPS

250-265-4134

Insurance Inspections & Installations
of Wood Burning Appliances
WETT Certified • WorkSafe BC
Bonded • Insured

Leaf Cabinetry

Residential & commercial
cabinet work.
Winlaw, BC

250.226.7441

www.leafcabinetry.com

Jim Pownall
& Co.

LOG & TIMBER
FRAME HOMES
Crane Service

New Denver • BC
250-358-2566
jpownall@telus.net

Nakusp Redi-Mix

serving the Kootenays since 1973
New Crushed Gravel
Edgewood • Nakusp • Trout Lake • Kaslo

DAVE WEATHERHEAD
250-265-4311 (ph)
nakuspredimix@gmail.com
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SERVICES

SAVE MONEY @ PETER’S WINDOWS
& DOORS with energy-efficient windows,
doors and siding by Gentek. We are the
exclusive dealer of long lasting, high
performing windows by Gentek. We also
have lots of wood and metal doors in
stock. Now selling Gentek siding. 1-250399-0079.
GERRY CONWAY – Journeyman
carpenter/builder. 250-265-3163.

REAL ESTATE

Christina Harder
Realtor®

Serving the Slocan Valley
DIRECT: 250-226-7007

306 Broadway Street, Box 40, Nakusp, BC V0G 1R0
250-265-3635 office • 250-265-4430 fax
www.selkirkrealty.com • christinaharder@royallepage.ca

WINTER HOURS
9 AM - 9 PM

SATELLITE AV TECH: Shaw, Telus,
Bell, Xplornet etc; antennas, boosters, home
theatre, wired & wireless systems; James,
250-226-7236, tjfworks.ca
LANDLORDS: FORGET THE
HASSLE. Peace of Mind Rental
Management will screen applicants, collect
the rent, inspect at regular intervals, answer
tenants’ emergency calls, and arrange for
repairs. 15 years of experience as landlords
of three properties. Put our knowledge to
work for you! 358 area only. 250-358-2119
or kaytrin@netidea.com.
TIRE TIME IS NEAR, and CV Auto is
here! To balance and mount for a reasonable
amount. Service and repairs on most makes
and models. Call 250 359 2266.
PERSONAL COUNSELLING with Sue

FLOWERS

Fresh Floral Arrangements
by Darlene
Green Acres Ventures
Weddings & Everyday Flowers

Delivery available 250-265-1379
email: greenacres@live.ca • www.greenacresnakusp.ca
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Mistretta, M.A. in Silverton and Winlaw. 19
years of counselling experience. Phone 250358-2177 or email soulgarden58@gmail.
com to book a free 30-minute consultation.
Visit www.handandsoul.ca for more details.
SWEDISH RELAXATION MASSAGE
& REIKI hands-on-healing with Agnes.
In your home. Special intro 1.5 hour
massage-$40. 29 years experience. Agnes
Toews-Andrews 250.355.2848 www.
isismoonpublishing.com

WANTED

WANTED: SOMEONE WITH SNOW
PLOW to clean property in Hills as
necessary. Cash payment. 250-358-6807.

OBITUARY

FRANK WILKINSON passed away
on September 26, 2016 in the New
Denver Pavilion. He was proud of
being a glider pilot in WWII. He
came to Canada from England by boat
in 1952 and managed a Steel Rope
Industry in Vancouver. He moved to
New Denver in 1985 to be with his
sweetheart, Verna. We will miss his
stories.
Mike and Nancy Mellen

The highly anticipated opening of the Nelson and District Community Complex (NDCC) Aquatic
Centre is set for 6:30 am on October 20, the RDCK announced last week. The final tile has
been laid and the sauna wood walls and the three-metre diving platform have been installed.

Open Thurs - Sun

WEDNESDAY-SUNDAY

H. A. Benson Inc.

Chartered Professional Accountant
119 Broadway Street
Box 780
Nakusp, BC V0G 1R0
Phone: 250-265-3370 • Fax: 250-265-3375
Email: dalyce@habenson.ca

Bill Lander
Realtor®
250-551-5652
bill@billlander.ca

Serving the Slocan Valley
for the 14th year.
Offices in Nakusp, Nelson,
Kaslo & Trail

New Market Foods
518 6th Ave • New Denver

250-358-2270 Fax: 250-358-2290
email: shopnewmarket@gmail.com
www.newmarketfoods.ca
Delivery available in the New Denver Silverton area.
For same day delivery call, email or fax by 2:00 pm.

Our hours are 7 days a week from 8:00 am to 6:00 pm

Certified by the Province of BC to test drinking water

Coldwell Banker Rosling Real Estate

HEALTH FOOD

Rutabagas

Open Tuesday - Saturday
10:30 am - 4:30 pm
Open Sunday, Noon - 3 pm
Main Street, New Denver

250-358-2178

Whole Foods Market
New Denver, BC
316 Main Street
250-358-7900
ORGANIC PRODUCE • NATURAL
MEDICINES • VITAMINS • SUPPLEMENTS
AND MORE
Support the Valley Voice with a voluntary subscription

Only $10-$30

Send Cheque to: Valley Voice, Box 70
New Denver, BC V0G 1S0

GIFTS
Kaslo Clothes Hanger

Support the Valley Voice with
a voluntary subscription

Only $10-$30
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New regulations protect homeowners but raise costs
by Katrine Campbell
Planning to build a new
house this year? Be aware of
a few changes that could cost
you more money if you’re not
on top of them.
The provincially-mandated

Homeowner Protection Act
means you must use a licensed
contractor or have one sign off
on your build. Homes built by
licensed residential builders
are covered by mandatory,
third-party home warranty

insurance. As a minimum,
this coverage includes two
years on labour and materials
(some limits apply), five years
on the building envelope and
10 years on structure. It’s the
strongest construction defect

insurance in Canada. Some
homes have home warranty
insurance that exceeds this
minimum requirement.
The HPO’s Guide to Home
Warranty Insurance in British
Columbia provides owners

submitted
The Slocan Integral
Forestry Cooperative
(SIFCo), the Slocan Valley
based community forest,
has just begun phase two of
its comprehensive wildfire
protection plan for the Village
of New Denver. SIFCo has
worked with the Village since
January 2016 to access the
funds to do a prescription and
then for operational funding.
In late September
t h e Vi l l a g e h e a r d t h a t

the operational funding
application was approved.
This will allow SIFCo to clear
brush, limbs and small trees
that could fuel a widlfire.
“It takes a council with a
vision of a safer community
for these applications to be
successful,” says SIFCo
manager Stephan Martineau.
“Without the belief in what
SIFCo is proposing and a
willingness to back it up with
action by council and staff,
we would be unable to do this

work.”
Ninety percent of the
funding comes from the
Union of BC Municipalities
( U B C M ) . Te n p e r c e n t ,
however, still needs to be
raised, and SIFCo says it is
committed to helping the
village find other sources of
funding. Its basic approach
is to make sure that wildfire
protection does not burden a
Village financially.
“In this case, on a $430,000
project, we cap the Village’s

contribution to $5,000,” says
Martineau. “That way the
Village and its residents receive
a state-of-the-art protection
plan without an outrageous
price tag, a win-win!”
Work will be ongoing,
weather permitting, until June
2018. The project will treat
43.6 hectares of Crown and
municipal land in and around
the Village of New Denver. A
public information session will
be held at 7 pm November 8 at
Knox Hall.

by Katrine Campbell
Pilipili, one of the three
orphaned bear cubs rescued
near New Denver September
8 has died and her brother
Huckleberry is in critical
condition. The third cub,
Lavender, is still healthy and
showing no symptoms at all.
Angelika Langen,
speaking for the Northern
Lights Wildlife Shelter, says
the two cubs suddenly became
very ill on October 15. Staff
treated them with antibiotics,
but were guessing at the
problem because they were
unable to get the cubs tested
over the weekend.
“We’ve seen this once or
twice before,” said Langen.
“It turned out to be a liver
parasite and we’re leaning

our hands.”
Telkwa High Road, Smithers,
towards that.”
Donations may be sent BC V0J 2N7, or online at
Pilipili died early on
Sunday morning. Her body to: The Northern Lights northernlightswildlifesociety2.
was taken to a vet on Monday Wildlife Shelter, 17366 blogspot.ca.
but the results of lab work
to determine cause of death
would not be available until at
least Wednesday.
“ We w i l l u s e t h e
information to treat her brother
[Huckleberry],” said Langen.
“He is very sick, on
intravenous feeding with a
wide-spectrum antibiotic.
We’re keeping him alive; he
hasn’t got any worse but is
very weak. He has no fever,
no infection, his bowels are
normal. Everything is normal
except he has no muscle
control. We can’t pinpoint the
cause but it could be poisoning.
One of the three black bear cubs rescued in New Denver in September has
“We have a real puzzle on
died at the Northern Wildlife Shelter.

submitted
If you want to use one
or more Jack o’ Lanterns for
decoration this year, keep them
in your window. Don’t put them
outside until Hallowe’en night,
and take them in after the ghosts
and goblins have gone home and
before the bears come out.
You might only eat pumpkin
as pie, but bears aren’t so fussy.
They’re desperate to put on
poundage before they den up for
the winter, and will eat whatever
they can find.
Bree Lillies, the New
Denver area WildSafeBC coordinator, says the message is
always to reduce attractants
to avoid bear/ human conflict.
Attractants can include fruit
trees, compost, livestock and,
yes, Jack o’ Lanterns.
Wi l d s a f e B C a d v i s e s
homeowners to keep garbage
and compost secure, clean up
fruit on trees and avoid putting
out bird seed before bears have
started denning, in order to
avoid attracting bears to your
home.
“With the activity we’ve

seen in New Denver over the
last couple of months, we need
to be conscious of attractants on
property until the bears den up,”
Lillies says. “Generally, that’s in

mid-November but it depends
on how the season unfolds.”
She talked with the K/1
class at Lucerne, telling the
kids to tell their parents to put

out the pumpkins when trickor-treating starts, then bring
them in when the fun is done.
Disposing of them properly is
also important.

submitted
A chance to learn more
about the controversy around the
construction of the Site C Dam
on the Peace River is coming up
in Nelson. The Sierra Club of BC
hosts a public talk at the Nelson
United Church on Friday, October
28 at 7 pm as part of a provincewide tour on the issue.
The Peace Valley can provide
fruits and vegetables for one
million people, and abundant
traditional harvests of trout,
moose, berries and medicinal
plants for the region’s First
Nations.
“The Site C Dam is a $10
billion plus issue for the people
of BC. It’s an environmental
travesty and a blatant violation of
First Nations self-determination.
People all over BC need to be
talking about Site C,” says Ana
Simeon, Sierra Club organizer

and one of three speakers at the
Nelson event.
Joining her are Julian
Napoleon from Saulteau First
Nation and Candace Batycki
from the Yellowstone to Yukon
Conservation Initiative.

Admission to the talk is free;
donations are welcome and go
to support Treaty 8 First Nations
legal challenges to the Site C dam.
For more info: Keith Wiley
250-352-3830; Facebook: Site C:
Keep the Peace comes to Nelson.

SIFCo ready to go on New Denver wildfire protection

PHOTO CREDIT: NORTHERN LIGHTS WILDLIFE SHELTER

Orphan cub rescued in New Denver dies in shelter

Bears love pumpkins, put them away after Halloween

PHOTO CREDIT: WWW.ICANDYFILMS.COM

Sierra Club of BC tour on Site C Dam comes to Nelson

This tiny black bear cub was safely captured and tranquilized by the Conservation Officer
Service in New Denver on October 17. The bear has been hanging around town for some
time, with no sign of the mother. It will be taken to the Northern Lights Wildlife Shelter.

and prospective homebuyers
with information about home
warranty insurance.
The warranty is attached to
the home, not to the owner of
the home, and remains in effect
upon the re-sale of the home
until the coverage expires.
The Home Owners
Warranty Act regulations
go beyond the BC Building
Code, and arose from the
‘leaky condo’ scandal in the
lower mainland. The shoddy
construction caused major
damage to units when the
roof and walls leaked. The
developers and builders took
no responsibility and in some
cases couldn’t be found,
leaving the homeowners to
cover the costs of repairs, if
they could.
New Denver resident
Nadine Stefan fell victim to
the new regulations. She hired
“an excellent builder in this
area who does not have this
licensing” and must now pay
a licensed contractor $4,000

23
to assume liability if she wants
her home built. There is an
exemption in the Act for ownerbuilders but that loophole has
a catch; owner-builders must
pass the licensing test in order
to assume liability themselves.
At the New Denver
council meeting October 11,
CAO Bruce Woodbury said
the exemption was tightened
because some contractors who
claimed they were building for
themselves turned around and
sold the houses.
Gone too are the days
of calling in a jack-of-alltrades and a backhoe operator
to install your septic field.
You must hire a registered
onsite wastewater practitioner
who has met the training and
certification requirements
set by the Applied Science
Technologists & Technicians
of BC (ASTTBC) before
installing and maintaining
wastewater systems.
For more information, visit
https://hpo.bc.ca/homeowners.
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The Village Hearth Restaurant holds grand opening October 22
submitted
Mark your calendars! The
grand opening of the Village Hearth
Restaurant in downtown New Denver
is happening on Saturday, October
22 from 5 to 9 pm. There will be a
brief ceremony at 6 pm to mark the
occasion.
“Come out and celebrate our
new farm to table restaurant!” says
Heather Fox, restaurant manager.
“After a year or so of working towards
opening these doors, it’s time for a

party. We’re really looking forward
to celebrating this community venture
with the community.”
The Village Hearth Restaurant is
a project of the Healthy Community
Society, which is working on bringing
the community together around local
agriculture and food security. “We
established the restaurant to ensure
a local market for local food, and to
create a community gathering place,”
Fox said.
The grand opening night will

feature a special tapas-style menu,
and a special beverage, too. There
will be music by Bessie Wapp, a
well known musician from Nelson.
All customers can enter a draw for a
chance to win a dinner for two; the
winner will be drawn at the end of
the night.
“This is a chance to celebrate our
wonderful local farmers, our beautiful
local food, and this exciting new
restaurant project,” Fox said. “See
you there!”

submitted
Now into its fourth year,
the Deconstructing Dinner Film
Festival will be hosted once again in
Nelson. This year’s festival of food
documentary films expands to 12
films over five days at five venues.
The schedule for 2016 is spread out
between October 26 and November
12 – making it much easier for lovers
of good food and drink to attend
more events.
The event was founded in 2012
by food journalist Jon Steinman of
Deconstructing Dinner. Steinman
curates the films for each Festival.
Launching the Fest on October
26 at the Civic Theatre is Racing
Extinction from the Academy Award
winning filmmakers of The Cove.
Spanning the globe to infiltrate

the world’s most dangerous black
markets and using high tech tactics
to document the link between carbon
emissions and species extinction,
Racing Extinction reveals stunning,
never-before-seen images that truly
change the way we see the world.
The film has received one Academy
Award nomination and one Emmy
nomination. Steinman calls the film
“one of the most important of our
time.” Two short films from Anna
Lappe’s Real Food Media Awards
will round out the evening.
Other films to watch out for this
year are That Sugar Film, Caffeinated,
Seeds of Time, Sour Grapes, The
Benevolent Butcher, Growing Local,
The Market Gardener’s Toolkit,
Shuckers and The Oyster Men.
The 2016 Festival also features

quite a few live music acts including
Dawna McLennan (harp) and Jessica
Doerner (cello), jazz duo Clinton
Swanson and Rob Fahie, Argenta’s
Rodman & Spring and a closing
concert with the popular Red Eyed
Soul.
A festival tradition returns with
Brent the Oyster Man who will
once again offer up his two-buck-ashuck oyster bar at the closing party
on November 12 at the Spirit Bar.
Local dinner selections including
Kaslo Sourdough Pasta, an NBC
beer sample, great oyster films and
live music will make for a fun and
entertaining evening.
Check out the festival guide for
showtimes and tickets at filmfest.
deconstructingdinner.com.

PHOTO CREDIT: THE OCEANIC PRESERVATION SOCIETY

Deconstructing Dinner Film Festival returns for 2016

Shawn Heinrichs kneels down amongst hundreds of shark fins.
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